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Fairdale, No. Dak.
May, 1 1982
I hope this will help you in

y-DO)l

research of P.O.W.s. ,as I said right at the start

I went only through the eight grade and th~t was a long time ago too,my report is done
from memory only I did not keep a diary so U1ere may be a lot of misstakes I do not spell
very good so you may have some trouble understanding some of ~y writing and as I did not
take any lessons o r1 the typrwri ter it has been hunt andpeck all the wa~y: and some times
I hit the wrong letter that slows me up ,this was a part of my life I have tryed to forget
so may not be to accurate, I have left out the dates most of the ,time because we did not
have any way to know t he date and no paper to write on most of the time and all this started
qr() years ago that is to long for me to be sure of any time place or date so it is just a
wild guess at best for me to try to remember what I did that long ago much try to remember
ween and were it all happened.
The last days in japa.J?. I was on a detail that work a large garden for the japs. and
we walked through the town of Omuta to get to the garden and after the last bombing we
saw a lot of homes that were burnt to the g~ound and some of them had burt the ow~Ens too
I felt sorry for the civilians they did not want the war any more then we did.
I am sending you some papers that the fah.u.ly got from the war department about me
also a lrtter my mother got from Snowfield and Snowfield of )Langdon, N.D. our mail
came from Milton so the war department sent all the papers to La.ngdonand Cavalier
county. Please return these papers.
I have ten or more books writen by X.P.O.W.s.I do not care to give them away but
might put them on }oe.n so others could read them, but I do have just about all of the
back issues of the EXi.POW BUUETIN some as far back as 1949 and there may be a few
older then that , Isla~ have alot of THE QUAN that is the magazine that is put out
by AMERICAN DEFENDERS OF BATAAN AND CORREGIDOR INC. I am a ~fe member of both so
get a magazine from each every month I would like to give all of them to the new
P.O.W. chapter so the members could read up on what the American Ex - Prisoners of War
have b.een doing all these years to try and help the X.P.O.W.s. allso in the back
issues are most of the books writen by the X.P.O.W.s. of the prison camps they were in
some of these books are out of print now but it seem that there more books being
writen all the time
I am enclosing a piece of paper that was given to each of us when got back to the
re· st camp o~~se to Manila in thePhilippines by the red cross they realy were good to
us we eat all the time and as far· as I know no one got sick from over aating we went
from the mess hall to the red cross tent when we got full we went to our tent ant
slept for while then back to eating again, after about 4 years of starvation we had
a lot of eating to do to catch
·a p. · This covers all I can bring to mind right now so will close and pope this is what
you wanted,there was so many thengs that happened in those three and a half years
but it is hard to get t± all togather and put it togather after so many years of
trying to for get iit, I never planed to put any of thaL·part of my life on paper
I never wanted to have to relive any of it again,but I suppose it should be recorded
some place so all can read about what happened to us that were vi tims of a part of
history no one wanted or ever thought would ever happen.
Sincefely_:
'~

!

W. Rhynard Byars

All ,iihts reserved. No portion of
this publication may be reproduced
in .at;iY, f_o.rm :without permission ot

wi~iteri Q~ "N. Dak. EX·POW'S Inc."

EX-PRISONER OF WAR QUESTIONNAIRE
1•

Name :

't l. RHYNARD . '3YARS

Current Address:

R.R. 1,

Box 120

FAIRDALE, tWRTH DAKO TA, _$8 229

Address at time you went into service:

Birthday:

Milton, Ma rth 6akot a ,

Dec. 1. 1911

2.

Family:

3.

Work and educational experience prior to going into service?
Eighth grade only. , farm labor.

(spouse and children)

Single then, single now

Dates and place of entry into service?
I joined the u. s. Army on
Feb. 4, 1941. Fargo. No. Dak. ,we were shiped to San Francisco and out to Angel
Island until we left for the Philippines. !!'arch,31, 1941 on the U.S. Army transport
the Republic ~ot to Manila 22 days latter and went right to Corre12:idor ..
5.
summary or evenEs--Yrom time of entry into s-ervice ancruntil ju$t
prior to capture or entering status ·as a POW?
I spent about two months on Angel Island .Calif. then we were loaded on the
U.s. Transport Republic and shiped to Philippine Islands , where I was assigned.
to Battery : / .· (E) 60 ,Coast Artilery Corps (AA) we were a Searchlight battery

4.

and wwrked with the anti-aircraft ·guns ,I trained as portable power generator
operator,when BATAAN fell we were ordered back to CORREGIDOR after we liad destroyed
all our equipment, some of our men were assigned to a 12 inch mortar but 1 stayed
with the searchlight going down on the beach every night hopefully away befor
daylight

6.

Unit, Country, time, area, weather, etc., at time event occurred
which resulted in POW status?
u.s. ARMY BATtery (E) (AA) Coast artillery
Corregidor PHILIPPINE I S ~ , weJther ·hot and· dry , the JAps over run
the island.

7.

Describe military or other events that resulted in your POW status?
The japs had us out nwnbered ,wa had no aircraft left,low on food and water,
they had shelled us day and night knocking out all our big guns.
I think the last gun to be fired wa's the old 12 inch mortar that was talken over
by som~ of my battery_ after we left 9ataan and came back to Corregi dor and they
got t nat so hot the breech froze and they could not get it open to lo ad it t hat
was the end for them.

8.

Following y our capture, describe what happened. How many men were
involved? Where did you go? How did you go? What type of personnel
(military or civilian) took control of you?
As we wre captured on Corregidor Island we were held there for a few days it
seemed a long time bu~ I do not know how long, then we were loaded on a -filthy
boat that the Japs had shiped their horses on and it had not been cl eaned;on
this boat we went to the mainland we were taken off this boat onto a landing
barg (!guess the docks were all blowen up) the bargs stayad away off shore so we
were put in the water where it was about four feet deep,as we waded ashore the
cavalry were there and run / US down the street to the old BILI3ID Prison MANILIA,
I do not know how many men was on Corregidor bµt few if a,iy escaped, a lot of the
men stayed in Bilibid prison,a few stayed on Corregidor and the Japs made them clean
up the place they tryed -1-4 fined the silver Pesos the Navy dumped in the bay and
anything they could ship back to Japan,! was loaded on small bll)x cars with about,
one hundred per car or all they could put in standing room only for the trip to
.
Cabanatuan from there we walked to P.O.W. camp no. ~WQwith Jap. soldiers o n all sides.
9.
Were you able to hide or escape? If so, tell what happened. Where
did you hide? Food? Clothing? Water? Weather? Sleep? etc .
I did ~ot try to escape a very few did t,hpse t .hat ;t'i'ere r,ecapt~ed;
were tied ~ posts in the po\ sun _a1i.; day teen beaten and~ bayoneted I planed
to get back home and did not think that waste way to do it.

(

10.

How did your escape end? Retur.ned to U.S. control? Discovered · by
enemy?
The japs. put us in ten man squards and told us i! one of the men in
our squard escaped the rest of Jthe squard would be shot,I was told this did happen out
on one of the details but not in the camp were I was.

11.

Could you describe in sequence the -various places you were interrogated and the methods of questioning the enemy usedi
I never was interrogated -there was so many of us and I was a private a lot of
the officers were questioned many times but not to many of the enlisted men.

12.

Did you have a weapon on yourself when you were captured? Did it
effect your treatment?
We were all told to destroy all our guns so I do
not think they caught anyone with guns a few were caught with Jap. souvenirs all were
beaten so~e killed on the spot.
13.

Were you at any time considered a civilian or an enemy spy or a
wrong nationality? If ·so, how did this effect your t r eatment?
We were all military personal and they know it I do not kno1;-J' :11uch about
how the civilians were treated,they hated all that were bigger then t hey
were so just because I was taller made them mad at me and all the othsrtall
men.

14.

When captured or escaping, what clothing or equipment were you
wearing? What changes did the enemy make in your clothing?
We kept our clothing and as long as we were in the Philippines we were
not given more clothing until our old ones were worn out then we got U.S.
Army clothing that they got from army warehouses or off those who dead,
most men were buried without clothing.

15.

What was your first food you received after your capture and what
was your .food from that date on?
Rice,and rice was the main food from
then on very little meat,some vegetab1es,most of the time it was rice and a little
watery soup so thin you could see the bottom of the bowl with a few pieces of
some kind of vegtables floating around,some times we had fish, whale blubber end a
few times they brought dogs into the messhall to the cooks.

16~

Did your nationality, religion, or race have a be~ring on your.
treatment from ~he enemy?
I do not think so they hated ' all people that were bigger then they were
after we went to japan they trjed to stop all religious gatherings but it did
not stop those that wanted to,they allways ' found a ti..rne and a place.

17.

What was your impression of your captors? Were they arrogant,
considerate, professional, _troubled, confused, anxious, etc.?
. They were very arrogant, after the atomic bomb they were very nervous.

18.

Were you alone or with others? How many? Same unit? Other units?
Other services? Other nationalities, etc.?
We were capt ured as a unit
but they soon did their best to keep good friends apart as much as t::ey could, we W·::re
put in Filipino army barracks in Cabanatuan about 200 men in each wi t h an officer and
a serg~ant in charge, we were all numbered and every so often t ~-1ey would run us a l l out
on the parade ground and by calling numbers put just ajout every one in a different

bar rac~~-

At time of your capture, did you have hi~her or lower ranking persons
with you? Did the difference in rank effect you?
We had all ranks at first but the officers soon were separated, ye s all l ow ranking
men had to work the officers did not do manul labor.

20.

Followin9 your capture, how did you feel about your family at home,
and at what point or time did you feel they probably knew about your
POW status?
I worried about what they would think not knowen if I was
alive or wounded, We had knoJ''U knowing what they were told , but we were given cards
to make out to be sent home- ...cU?:d we were told by our officers to say that we w~re
getting plenty of food and were well treated because if we told the t ruth the cards
would never get honie and if the folks at home know just how bad we were treated ·, it
would just make them fell bad this way they would know we were alive•

21.

When did you receive your first letter, package or information that
your family knew of your capture?
It was about a year befor I got a letter
from home ,and about 2 ye~rs befor I got a letter that said they lalow I was alive but
then all letters we got were at lest one year old, I got one package from home in all
the time I was aP.O.W. we were supposed to get one Red cross package each man every

month we never got a complete package ,The japs always opened them and· took what they wanted.,
22.

In regards to your interrogation or . questioning--was this conducted
formally at a special camp or location? Did you have special or
skilled interrogators? What did they want to know? How long were
you there? Then where did you go?
.

'

I was never interrogated just asked a few simple questions and soon as they
found out I was with the searchlight battery and only a private they lost intterest
in me.

23.

How did you fe~l the war ·was going when you were captured?
· We all know the war was not going very good when we were captured and most of
us know our chances of help were very poor ,it was know suppris ~ to :nost of us when
the front p.nes started to break and we were told to get do1tm to ~-1ARIVELES and get
on the boat and get back to Corregidor as fast as we could and destroy all equipment.

24.

Did you think you would eventually get home?
I never doubted that I would get back and tryed to make some of the others feel the
same way , it did not always work as some men just lost fat th in god and country and
never made it back.
Did you have an opportunity to observe the enemy in combat, training,
camp, or moving from one place to another?
They were always moving there men aro~d and in japan we watch t:1em dr il but we
were sure it was mostly a show to impress . us so did not watch very :nuch , I never
seen them in combat.

25.

26.

Did you suffer any injury at the time of ' your capture? What was ,
done about your injury or illness following your capture?
I had malaria but was lucky that I had an attack befor the li..rnited supple of quinine
was usedup by taking the full quinine t~eatment I was cured and have not had
another attack.

27.

At your permanent camp or c .a mps, would you describe your conditions.
Food? Living area? Beds? Food ration? Health? Water? Weather?
Number of men? Guards? Size and location of camps? Organization
in camp by enemy and by U.S. forces? There was know beds in any of camps,
we lived in the sleeping area,the f'ood was mostly rice and most of the time that was
short rations they made it clear they were just going to gfuve us enough to keep us
alive,the numbtr of men ' changed all the time as the · japs took work details out and
brought others back in , · iater they started to take large groups of 500 o:r more to japan,
in the Philippines I was in Cabanatuans no. · . ·· ·~ 1 and 2, we started a f'arm at
Cabanatuan camp No. 1 but the japs took most of the ·yegtables and a lot men were badly
beaten when caught stealing or eating some-of the vegetables, most o:f the time we had
plenty of water to drink but not for bath and again the beatings. for washing later we got
more water spigots and we were penni ted to bath and wash our cJ_othing, In July , 1943 .
a detail of 500 men left Cabanatuan for. japan,! was part of' that detail,500 men in the
hold of a jap freighter know sanitary fixtures just two wooden buckets, two meals a day
sent down in buckets one rice,one soup, this had to be ~e worst:. boat· trip I ever had and
surely some the worst days of rny P.O.W. life,22 days later we landed injapan,we were not
bombed but had two bad .scares when we heard something scrape along th~~bottorn of the
boat, it sure made the japs nervous, we were ·the first P.O.W~s. in ·that camp just out of
Omuta japan, we work in a coal mi!le• I am not sure but I th:i:nk we landed at Moji japan
and went by train to Omuta were we worked in the coal mine.
·

28.

While in your permanent camp, did you know what was going ·on in the
war? What did guards say about the ending of the war?
,w...e,u,The jap. guards always told us ·they winning the war but they knew so little about
the U.S. that they even said their big war ships had shelled Chicago I l l. • but as long
as we were in the Philippines the Filipino . civilians tryed to gi ve u s a l l the l atest
war news, it was reallyfunny the way t hey kept telling us they had sunk th2 s ame
battle ships by name all over the south pacific. we know th,:;y were telling u s lies so
did not believe anything they said.
29.
If you worked in camp or lived in work camps, please describe your
daily transportation, work, food, punishment, etc.?
All the camps were work camps, in the Philippines we had a vegtable garden t.ve wa lk to/
allso a truck detail that went to town and unloaded rail car s and bruoght food tc amp I
was on the truck detail most of the time, in japan we work in a co al m..'i..ne we also walk
to work there,food in japan was mostly rice, the meat if any was boil ed i n a watery
soup mixed with what ever greens the japs. gave the cooks(we had American cooks) but
they had to go by the japs. rules, for meat we had all kinds of fish 1 from sardines to
whale blubber) even dog meat a few times I do not think we ever had beef as I do not think
they had any cows to butcher,the punishment was usually done by the soldi er s they liked to
beat the men with their rifle butts,rnake us do push ups or make us kneel down wi t h a pick
. ~~ ndle back of the knees and sit that way for an hour or more depending on how t hey felt or
......_, w bad they wanted to punish some one or if the war was going bad for them, t his would
just about stop all .t he blood to the lower part of the legs and feet when we were finaly
let up some could not walk and had to be helped to stand until the blood had time to
circulate back to the feet,the feet lost all the feeling I ~ sure this has · caused a lot of
foot and leg troub~es for most of us that had to do that.
30.

Was your camp or camps ever bombed or damaged by the enemy or
friendly military action?
Yes our camp was bombed by friendly aircraft they draped fire bombs on our camp
twice and burnt some of our barrack the japs. could not understand why we were so
happy about it but we thought if they could come over at night and ~mb the toW?
)
and drop only a few bombs in our camp the war would soon be over. ( This was in Japan only

31.

Could you describe your roll call or counting procedure in camp?

Our roll call was done in a military way we all had to line up and dress up , the
line by jap. rules and count off in japnese some of the soldiers liked to go along
in front of the line and slap all those that could not count off in japanese and
then make us do it all over again, we had roll .c all always morning and · night or
when ever a detail went out or came in some times thehole camp was run out for
ashake down and search of the barrack if' some one was caught with pencils or paper
that person got a beating.
32. What type of guards did you have? Age? Rank? Weapons? Number?
Service, ,etc. ?
Most of our guards were soldiers with some battle field
service so they were mean and as we were supposed to bow to them when ever we saw
them they would hide and art2r. we had gone by they would stop us and slap some times
1 t was the old push ups until .you were all in some times a .beating if the push ups ·
were not done to please them., t~e guards were changes about once a month so we could
not get to know them or they g~t to know a ny of us, we were always trying to trade
with them,some would trade others would just take what ever was of.te:rred and go if' you
tryed, to do any thing about it they got mad beat the guy up for his trouble.
ill the guards carried jap. rifles and most of the time had fixed bayonet and they
liked to try to punch us if they could get cloee enough.

33.

Could you describe your camp? Size? F~nces? Guard towers?
Latrine? Ration distribution? Hours? Lock-up? Heat?
Recreation, etc.?

In the Philippines the fences were barbed wire with guard tQw2rs at each
corner and at the gates , in japan the fences were boards and a~out b.-:relve feet high
with high voltage wires all around the top on the inside .a j~p soldi er was fooling
around one d3.y in the rain and touched the wires and was killed on th<:: spot I do not
know of any Jf>.O.W.s that ever touched the wires, the latrines in the ?hili;:mine s
were deep h9les in the ground with a irooden bench with 5· or 6 holes with oniy ali ttle
creosote for a disinfectant the flys and fly maggots were a real proglem ,wi th diarrhea
and .dysentery a real problem a lot of the men did not always make it to the latrinas
so sanitation was a real and ever present:.,. problem, in japan all the latrines were attached
to the end of the barrack and had a CE?ment pit under -·ea.ch one and a honey dipper came
and dipped out the contents and used it for fertilizer to grow their garders r eal good
they told us, in the Philippines we all got the same rations but in japan we work in
a coal mine and the workers got more rice then a man on his day off or if he was sick
all the food was cooked in one big kitchen and the workers wee feed when they went to
work and were given a small lunch to eat in the mine then feed again when they came
~ck to canp, we worked the mine in three shi{ts of eight hours each to keep the mine
going 24 hours a day and every 7 to 10 days we were given a day of rest _ and then
we would start on a new ti..111e so some tL"'TleS we worked in the day time some times a~
night, we had no heat in any of the barrack and no beds we slept on grass mats which was
also the floor so we took of our shoes when we went into our rooms ,there was no lock-ups
unless yuo were being punished .then they took your belt cut off all the buttens off
your clothing and you got only one small meal a day

34.

Could you describe the men close to you or the men you knew best?
Hpw did you get along with them?

As I said befor the japs. did not want us to have any real close friends and about every

6 or 8 months ( I never tryed to keep track of the time) they would run us all out on
the middle of t:r~e camp make_us stand there for what seem~d like hour$ while the caYT1p ::o
commander gave a long speach and the guards were seaching the barrack t h e n ~ :-;an
interpreter would start calling out , numbers _( we were all numb~red) and mos~f us went
to different barrack and worked on a different job, or shift, most of us got along
not because we liked each other . but we all , pland to get home some day' a few
fight
.but we did our best keep it from the japs. because their . favorite punishment was . to cut
our rations and no one wanted that.
·1

w.e

35 .. · Could you tell about epidemics or sickness in camp? What·were the
medical facilities? How were you medically treated in camp?
In the Phlilppines we had a lot of malaria a few cases of yellow j aundice-and T.B.,
pellagra and Both wet and dry 3eri Beri ( I had the wet 9rei Seri ; pellargra, Yellow
~aundice, Ma~~ia, .':and the m~ps in japa1) we ha~ realy goo~ doctors but they did not
nave any medicine to work with, we were treated oy our American Doc tor s and as we were
working in a coal mine we got very dirty and the japs. did not give us very much soap
so we had a lot skin troubles, a lot of boi ls I arn sure that evry man that worked in the
coal mine had a few boils I had a lot of them mosty under the arms about all the doctors
could do was cut the boil open put something in the opening (usualy- a sho rt piece of
bandage to keep it open to drain)and tell you to come back the next time when you got
in from the mine ~d evry time when we came in frow. the mine there wa s that 9ig long
line of half washed men waiting their turn for the · ;: • doctor or corpsman with a dull
knife to cut open the boils or pull out the bandage and put in a new one.
36. Were any prisoners killed in camp or taken from camp and disappeared?
In the Philippines there were a few who were caught to close to the fence and shot
some tryed to escape and got caught and shot some were ti§d >.up to a po st in the hot sun
all day then at night taken out and killed some were shot some were bayoneted, the burial
detail took them to the cemetery the next day. yes some just disappeared to.
37. Could you describe the ration or food distribution system? How
much? Fresh, canned, stale, dried, etc.? Local foods, Red Cross
parcels, parcels from home, trade with guards or civilians?
While we were in the Philippines if we had money we could buy food from the Filipino
civilians but it had to be done behind the soldiers backs ,we had a wood detail and the
Filipinos would sell anything they had if they could and many times they just gave us
food or cigarettes, the catholic ch'lµ"ch gave our camp many carabao or water buffalo as
soma called them to be butchered for meat some were used to :fJ~ll carts to go to town
and get our food ,the meat and vegtables were freash a lot of the rice was old,some
moldy I think some was the sweepings off the floor as it was full of small stones most
had maggots and it was best to eat that in the dark ,one of our doctors said go ahead and
eat the maggots they had more vitamins in them then the rice did I often wondered if that
doctor eat them or picked them out, the red cross parcels came but . the japs. kept most
-of them,! got one parcel from home and that was crushed and had been wet so all the·food
was spoiled,all the parcels were opened by a jap. guard who took what ever he wanted and
that was all candy and cigarettes they opened all containers dumped it all in a pile
nd we had to take it ,from there, a lot of the things that came in the parcels was traded
to the japs. or civilians for food •

38.

Describe the type of work or responsibilities you were assigned
within the camp from friendly or qsA prisoners?

We all kept up our bunk space,and we did take turns at guard duty to keep some of the
men from getting to close to the fence at night and geting shot by the guards a man with
malaria or a bad case of b.eri beri sometimes lost his sense of direction and had to be
helped back to his right barrack, I allso did guard duty at the mess hall to keep the
allways hunger men from stealing food in the night when the cooks were gone.

39.

What ,were some of the things that kept you going while in camp?
Your health? Age? Faith in U.S. Armed Forces? Religion? Family?
Aid from other prisoners?

While in the Philippines we had a lot of very talented men some good singers and
they put on some good shows the japs. let us have musical instru.'1lent s , all so we still
had the officers in camp so we had our chaplains and one could always hear the wo r d of god
even after they forbid a group to gather unless we had a permit, but t his did not stop
the chaplains from having church services on sunday if possible if not in t he open t hen
_in a barrack,! never lost faith in the U.S.A. or in the armed f orc es and ,Hways planed
to come back home, my age may have helped some it seemed to be harde s sed on the r ealy
_ young men and those from wealthy famil.ys, we all t ryed to help eac h other and to have a
_ friend you could talk to made a big difference, the japs. were always trying to break
up friendships so if two men were seen togather to much on the next shakeup t h2y were
.sure to qe put in differant barrack or on different shifts to make i t hard f or them get
togather.

'1.

Did any prisoners become mentally sick or irrational in camp and
were they removed?
Yes we had one young fellow that either went a little
off or was a very good actor because he sure put on a good show he carried a _brot>m with
him all the time and when we would fall out for role call he would always sweep the spot
where he was to stand and then hold his broom like rifle close to his side I do not think
he ever got very good at counting in japanese but he got by.
41. Did you have any secret radios, newspapers or outside news ~ources
in camp from which you received information? What information did
the enemy give you?
In the Philippines they had some rodios but they run on
batterys wru:.ch were had to get o and I do not think we had any in japan, the japs. gave us
\~ paper once in a while that told of all the American ship they had sunk and all the airoplanes
they had shot down but we never believed them •

.

42.

. : ,·

..

Di~ you have any s~rious ~{1iness in ca~p? "
•

~.

,

• •

~. •

.~. ~ •.
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. I ·had IJialaria,yellow jaundicei, pellargra, beri beri ·, scurvy in the Philippines and_. ·
· after· I .; .- ·.-, ·""' __
. :,_. .:.· ~ --· · '""f·- ~:·,<~J.~~ 7"'~':_'-.: ~ ~ ·d': -.~- .:_
:_2.~·- :; got 1to· japan I got~
mumps ',·: ·1idth no medicine= all; war~'e bad.
.~·....:-·
I - .

43.

(

·I

Did you have any riots in camp?
No riots.

44.

How did you first know that war was coming to an end?
To me the first signs of the end was close was when ,jhe big bomber started to fly
/'\·~·~,~ our ca.11p in big waves look to us like a spring day in North Dakota when the big
flocks of geese go north in the spring,the japs. shot a few rounds at them each
day then just let them go)we tryed to count them but the sky was so fu l l of planes it was
-impossible to count them ·'all , at frist the japs. run us into the air r aid shelters but soon
they quit that and then we know the end is near,

45.

What were some of the tricks you played on guards?

46.

What about escape procedures and methods used by you or others
that you have knowledge of or direct information a bout?

47.

Were you ever bombed by friendly or enemy aircraft?

Yes we were bombed by friendly aircraft two dif'ferent times both at night , the first
time with some kind of jelly,very little damage,the second time small fii,ebombs scater ed
all ov~. an<bE!§"t:A~t c::Bfyf~cial train or ship trip you took while a prisoner?

The first train trip as a ~O.W. was in a box car and we were put in as many as they could
get in then shut the door it was hot and standing room only, that was in the Philippines
. - after we got to. japan we were put _in an old pa,ssenger tr,a in to the toun ,c lose to our c~p
. we were on that train most of the dg, and-:.~ ~ ·_pJ1~ sm~l..iP'lIDt aJ.J;·_~ .~d.Qws we covJ~~ed so
we could not see out but I did see some of the counrtyside it was mostly mountaimsand showed
very poor living conditions.
( I think this ~rip was fromr Moji to Omuta but I am not
sure as all the names were in japanese)

49.

Wh en were you close to death or felt all was not worth living and

you probably would die or be killed?

-~~~
I suppose my closes brush with "in P.O.W. camp was in the mine in japa.l'l once a large rock
fell on me breaking one rih , the other time I thought my time had co :·na wa s when we were
working in a tunnel it had a small opening a t one end and when the roof start ed to cave
in I was sure that wa~ the end for all of us , cave ins were common i n t .1e :,1i :::1 e and some
times the miner were hurt real bad.

50.

Could y~u tell about any special re l igious observances by the enemy
or special occurance when they relaxed or tightene d security rules?

On their News Years day (not the same as ours) they were a l itt le
alng with but not always;

51.

easyer to get

Would you desc 7ibe in detail any part_i cular holiday, if opserved,
by enemy or prisoners, such as, New Years or Christmas .

T~ejaps. did observe New Years but it was not at the same time as we have New Years
here· , they let , t.r us have our Christmas in the Philippines but injapan we had Christmas
but not on the 25 of Dec.
·

52.

How did , you feel about £004 in cam~? How did enemy food agree with
you? What was food? What were utensils? What did you make to eat
with? Pot's , pans, cups, plate.s.'.? ·
.

The food was mostly rice and we were.used to it from the rations we had the last days
of the war were mostly rice ,food was just about anything we could find and eat ;our
utensilswere
for .the most part our G.I. mess utensils if you were lucky to have kept
them ;,, ·or a tin can some had made containers out of tin some of wood, in japan we used our
mess ld. ts and they ha d bowls made of bamboo cut off a.bout thee inches from the joints to
· make the bowl they were about !our inches in diameter so they would hold about a cup of .
liquid,for to: eat with they gave us cl;lopsticks, but a lot of us still had our G.I. spoons,
to take to the mine we were giving a small box about Jx6x2 inches that was filaed with rice
·. maybe a small slice of pickle, that was the noon meal doun in the mine.

53.

Were you aware of any other American or Allied POW camps in your
area? Civilian camps?
We head of other camps but were never told just where they were ,

54.

In reference to your mind or yourself, how do you feel you held up
in camp? Did you suffer periods of depression, crying, hysteria,
headaches, loss of memory, etc.? How about the other men in camp?
How do you feel you and others were able to live without nervous
breakdowns?
I a.'111 sure we all had our bad days and that ·,,m s when a friend
was so important to have some one to talk to, we talked about friends and f amilys but
the most common subject was f'ood , the only crying I saw or heard of was fr,rn pain f ro 1
the beriberi, I have know way of telling how many men had nervous bre akdowns but we
all had to work and when we got a chance to reast we just got a book if one could be
found and read or just go to sleep if the guards would let us. I do no t thi nk there was
much loss of memory that came later

55.

How do you feel other American POW's behaved or acted while in enemy
hands? Please do not name an individual by name if you feel their
behavior was not correct or up to the standards you set for yourself.
There were a few thieves in camp if' you washed you clothing and put them out on the ·
line to dry you had to sit and watch them or some would steal them , there was one
man so ba9- .he turned him~elf in to the _japs. and they kept him in the guardhouse at
night.

Towards the end of the war, what were first signs that the war was
coming to ~n end in our favor?
WE were on the coast and there was some Dutch P.O.W. s that worked on the docks
loading coal on the jap. ships and they told us about ships that came back to port
that were badly domaged and about all the wounded that were taken off some of the ships.
56.

How did the enemy guards or administrative personnel treat you towards
the end of the war or when it was apparent the enemy would lose the
war?
The guards were realy mean when the war was going b adly for them but
after the first atomic bomb they were very nervous and seemed to try to av.)id us
if they could, after the scond bomb they were scared of every pl anethat came over,
( our camp was close enough to Nagasaki that we heard the plane co~e in that dropped
the bomb and heard the bom .) go off also it shook our barrack until t he windows
rattled we seen the big cloud of smoke go up)( the japs. run us into the air raid
shelters then after awhile they let us out and the smoke was still going up and boiling
no one in ca.~p could tell what it was but we could tell itJwas gig and the japs. were scared.
58 . Could you describe how your POW status ended?
·
The japs. gave us a lot of lies about some special holidays and did not send
anyone to the mine for two or three days they gave us the redcross boxes ·they had
kept from us also some redcross clothing, when some of the officers went to the jap.
main office and they told them the war was over so the Americans took the japs. guns
and told them to get out of camp before some of the, men fond out the war was over and
came lo~king for them to try to get even for all the bettings that the japs. had giving
them
57.

When. or where did enemy guards leave? Did guards say or do anything
at the end of the . war?
The guards left in hurry after they told us the war was
over, some of the guards asked us if they were going to be shot when the American army
came and took over the camp, they were realy scar'e d and thought the Americans would shoot
them all.
59.

I

60.

•

'

"

What did the American staff at the camp do at the end of the war?

The American staff took charge of the camp and when the airforce started

j,O

drop

£ood into camp they tryed to get all the food divided up so every one got thier share.
And from some place came the American flag and was put up for all to see it was
a happy day f1J1r all of us.

61.

At the end pf the war, where did you move? What was your food?
Your health? Your morale?
At the end of the war we stayed in camp ~or
a few days then a news paper man ·found our _camp and told us abollt a airport that t~e
airforce had taken over on the souther part of the island he told us the water around there
was mined so they had to fly in all the food and equipment and then the planes had to fly
back empty ,he said I know they do-:~ t like to fiy empty when they could be taking some of
us back to the Philippines with them, the food was good after the air.force started to fiy
·in _food and clothing, and the morale was at a new high ,but we wanted to get out of the
camp so a lot of the men about half I think left camp and walked to to11:n .lmut.,_) I think
it.:was and when a train came we all that could got on and ,after about two days we got to
a town on the southern tip of the island ofKyushu. I think i t was the 17of Sept.1945,
v~ goto~ first ta~te of good old G.I. food that , night, from there we rode in a plane
~ the island ofOkinawa and from there to thePhi11··.PPi nes •
.

'62.

Could ~ou describe some of the confusion that took place when you
were liberate~ at the end of the war? Time, place, friendly or
enemy forces involved, food, health, morale, POW discipline in
camp, contact with U.S. military forces, etc.?

There was a lot of confusion when th e air force started to dro p food to us the
jap.civilians tryed to get tJ the drops first and a few times they made i t and st ole
our food guess they were hungry too,P.O.W. discipline was fairly good mo st of the :nen
were to poor physicaly to do much qut eat and sleep the let down fro :r1 the cv erpres ent
guards to the tranquilty of no one to tell you what to do all the t ime '.-las a srratful
and pleasing change that many just lay around the barrack others w,ere of f up to~ to
. look around ·· .others to try and find some of the japs. that beat them up and try and
_even up the score , and I said before we made our first contact with U.S. military for ces
on the southern tip of the island about 15 days ai'ter the war was over .

After liberation or the war ending, what happened? Did you move as
an individual or group, go by foot, train, bus? Where did you go,
to another U.S. camp?
ed
We when as a group by foot then by train , we were picW'up by U.S. air force · .,truck and
taken to their camp,then the next day we rode a cargo plane t-0 Okinawa were we got
our first real bath and new clothing from there we went to the Philippines where we
were officialy returned to the U.S. as X.P.O.W.s most of us staved in t he Philippir¢s
for physicals and a lot of questions ( from Kyushu to Okinawa ·
we got to . see just
what happened to Nagasaki the pilots wanted to see it to so they made two or three
passes over what was left of it, · not much ) also a full issue of clothing, the redcross
gave us free candy,beer,cigarttes,salted peanuts,the mess hall gave us all we cou14 eat
and let us go back for seconds and thirds or even more if we wished, we eat all day long
and then filled our mess kits to eat after the mess hall closed for the night I think I
--"J> ~ ned about 2 pounds a day • ·
_6 3.

64.

What happened at your camp prior to returning to the States? Did
U.S. military officials interroqate you, examine you physically,
give · you food, clothing, etc·? I was in the rest .,camp about 3weeks
went to see a· doctor every day he was treating me for my beri beri and ;:edema also
pellagra and I had swellings on both legs I continued this treatment after I got back
to~ San Francisco at Letterman General hospital .and later at Fort Carson (it was called
6amp Carson then )we all had a lot of tests before we could go home

I

•.,: 1

65.

How, · when and where did you arrive back in the United States? Did
you stay at some camp? Did you go home by train?
I came back to t i e U.S.A. in a navy hospital ship arrived in San Franci sco on Oct. 2S,
1945, was taken by bus to Letterman General hospital more tests and we had ~ovt~ theater
that showed news reals all day long of all the news we had not s een o :r· even heard about
we co J ld sit in L ~e e all day and . not see them all aloo a girl in t he ti cket office gave
out cold milk or orange juice free for just asking for it ,

66.

What things today reinind you of prison life in your day to day living?
( UCE)

67.

Do you have an complaints about how you have been treated since your
POW days?
No complaints.

68.

Do you have a picture of yourself prior to being a POW-, preferably
a picture in uniform? Do you have a picture of yourself following
the war? Do you have a picture of yourself and your family recently
taken, or taken within recent years? Any or all of these pictures
would be appreciated. They will be returned to you after we have
made copies of them.
I have one picture taken in Fargo-i No. Dak. in Dec.
o:f 1945 ,
lind one picture taken while on Corregidor in a photo studio that was there
hefor the war started I am not to sure just when it was taken but I had sent it home
so it had to he -.:;soon after we got there,.,June or july I think.
69. Do you have any copies of telegrams from the War Department or the
U.S. Government regarding your becoming a POW? Or your release,
or war time status as a POW? These or copies of these would be
appreciated.
If you wish them returned, they will b~ sent back
to you··
I have some :letters sent to my mother telling. her that I was a
P.O.W. were and how to write to me these I would like to get back.
Th~ red.cross let all of us send telegrams home but I can not find the one I sent
m'f mother gave me all of the letters to keep when I got home so I must have
missplaced it some were • found one telegram sent :to me From mother and Dad.
I have more but all are about the same.

70.

Do you have any letters or copies of letters you sent home 'or
received from home during war or during period you were a POW?
These or copies of these would be appreciated. They also will
be returned if you so indicate in your reply.

Yes I have some :_et.td.:s ~ I sent home also some of the c l1;ri.it e1I: s <.:B,' i': e·~ei ved in P. O.W.
camps I have quit a few so the ones I send you can keep, I will mark t he one s
I wish to bE returned.

71.

A few POW's were able to return to the U.S. or home with a few
articles they may have made, been given or in some way secured in
POW camp. Some of these could be: paper notes~ camp regulations,
clothing, cigarette lighter, insignia, hand made pans or pots,
special cans used in camp, small tools, etc.
If you have any of
these, we would appreciate a picture of them.
If you desire they
could be sent with this report and we will take a picture of them
and return them to you if you so desire.

I have a few things that I traded for ,a ring I made out of a pi e ce of a (with a razor
blade) carrabao (water buffalo) horn, I tryed to take picture of it but could get a good
one , I do have a fw insignia&:cSf some of the other regiments but are to ha,rd to
send , a jap. knife,apair of old rubher soled cloj::;h shoes,ome of the cloth from the
parachutes the air force used to drop food to us also somd of the ropes u sedto tiethe
food packages to the chutes ( I think they Bere nylon cords.)

72.

The above questions or suggestions are -limited and you may write
or explain many items not included; therefore, feel free to express
yourself in any manner you desire.
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une of t11e t.td.n t)3 1:,_-:.::i.-c r_:c E:; t.~ _!_ .l :?rc·_-.-2t. or. 1~0::.:t ci.: IJ.5 thed: u.c:rrketl il"\ ~e c.oal /nf!'w'C ~
the place CallS' (vi I of YdtS ~ s~ were really gig , we toc,k 0 1--1.r r:c c:· ~'·.'.: 2 : . , \ '. ~ _· ~ ·,
t : f- 1·:1 ,ev <-'i <' ~ .:. ,' tc 1 £..\t.. ;___ 0 '\. r__l(- . !_c J, Eq_ t} E le...~ :. from eating our .foo J. U :2.t '.:c. ~,n c:
1.-;o oC.E:.n b ox• al sc a .I°E::F of -':lE.- r,:. r , 1:o· lc' ~t i:-- al cr,r: "-- cti: ~1 ~-- 1::._c,_ ·I ce, , bl)t; t::he."H!.t:s ~ ( (
C'hcv a hol.e. fr, the. box , ~tl. ~ f, l-th.~ tod cl~ lePr A bad. 51'&-i.L 071 e.v-ay th,i\~ ts.w 1
1

1 ~

t.ouche d.

AnotLe r wo n·y ns t~Ht ·!·°! -r-; :.~ .:: e.tt~ ~ r or at ieas:t- bel.ocai ~ Leve.L e,~ ~ .b~ S::,
wJf(cle)1!.f:DlA I f ~ ~ i'/oter- CJ!Il ing out of a hole made by the jackharm'ler s ·'::<- -~ -- ---~ · . -'-_.!
it ,if it was salt y we were told to tell our over:nan (a jap civilian supervis)r· ) ar..d
_than get out of the mine, we had places that were wet some that Here cold and SJ.-:~ olaces
that were very hot and dry but,I never seen or heard of' any one finding salt ·-rat :r· . ·
What was the hardest on our nerves in the :nine was the constant fear of a c ave i.n and
_falling rocks, b ut what was the hardset of all was when the ti!Ylbers s tarted to :>n li~e
gun shots and big P'-)Sts so:ne (; or a inchs in diameter would break or shatter J.nd _en d
'-:plinters flying or just bend over from the pressure of the overhead or c ei l in g- , we ·.n rked
-long a solid wall of coal,the coal vein was not always the same depth some places it ~a s
only a'oout f our feet deep and other places over ten feet, this put a lot of pre ss,J.re .-r n the
timbers, we also made cribs o·ilt of timbers and filled them with rocks to help no ld 1.1p
the overhead but the pressure of all that rock after the coal was taken out was :nore than
could be kept up, and very few of us had ever been limder ground and the sight and sounds of
broken timbers plus falling ro cks was !lard to take, _then to make it still worse thay we re
also using dynamite all the time to blast the coal wall down or to break up t he oi g rocks
for us to fill the cribs with to help hold up )he roof or over ha.ad, we were working down
b.elow a lot of rock and it was settlilgg; all the time,it was hard on the nerves and some one
was getting hurt just about every day.
The Ja_ps. made us go thLra~, a relegious routine every day be1"ore we went dmm into the
mine, I do no t. know ii' it >:·r as ~hi t~ism or B' uddhisrri Jthe japs. have ooth relegions, -~t~t we
had to all line up in 1·ront or a little altar or shine, it looked _:_ liked. _a ~hall doll house
about 6 or 8 inchs square on a high shelf it had a light bulb in it,we had to to clap our
hands then had to bow to it clap sar:nJ~1lbd bow again, we were supposed to say some kind of
prayer in japanese language but very few of us ever learned it we just let the japs. say
),he words but we all had to bow and clap our hands, that was suppos0d to keep us safe, and
when some one got h~t they said it was b.e~use he did not do the routine right or say
the prayer right and it was his
fault and not because the mine was unsafe.
1
The·. ~ e furnished a place for us to bath when we came out of the mine each day it was
a large cement tank and we all used the same water soet of a small swimming pool, I do
not know how often the water was change but about once a week I think it was supposed to
be changed every day even then if you were on the last shift the water was very dirty
after about a hundred coal miners had washed in it but it was the only water around to
_ wash in ... some times it was cold ,_some times to hot to get into, we were supposed to
soap up and then dip water out oi the tank to rinse off before getting into the tank
but few had soap to wash T.arn1th.. so just got into the water and tryed to soak the coal
dust orr.
j
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WAR DEPARTMENT
THE ADJUTANT CIENEIIAL"•_Ol'P'ICE
WASHINGTON

AO 201 Bya rs, ·d illiam R.

(2-9-43) PC-G 041114-2
Februa.ry 19, 19Li.3 .

Mr. ·:Villiam B. Byars,
·"

Route Number 1,
Milton, North Dakota.
Dear Mr. Byars:
Report has been received that 1our_;;,s~o_n.._____~~~~~~~~~
Private William R. Byars, 17,017,12?, Coast Artillery Corps,

la now a prisoner of war of the Japanese oovernaent ln the Ph111pp1ne
Islands.

This will confinn my telegram of February 15, 1943-.
l
/

j

The Provost Marshal General, Prisoner of war Information ·
Bureau, washlngton, D. c. ,· wlll furnish you the address to wh!ch man ma1

be sent.

.

/

.lnJ future correspondence· 1n connection wlth hls status as a

prisoner of war should be &~dressed to that ottlce.

· 1 · Inclosure-.
Memorandum re FinanciaJ.. Benefits.

/
l
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WAR DEPARTMENT
ARMY SERVICE FORCES
OFFICE OF THE

PROVOST

MARSHAL

GENERAL

WASt-ilNGTON

7 October 1943
Re: Pvt. William R. Byars,

Fukuoka Prison Camp,
Island of Honshu, Japan.

Yrs. William Byars,
Rt. /fl, Box - /196,

Jlilton, North Dakota.
Dear lira. Byars:

The Provost Marshal General has directed me
to inform you or the transfer of the above-named
prisoner of war to the camp indicated.
You ma;y communicate with him by following the
inclosed DBiling instructions.

Ftu-ther information will be forwarded as soon
as it is received. ·
\-

.

V.&4~

HowaJ:'.'d ~. Bresee·,
·
. Colonel~' C.M~P., ·.
Asststant Director, l>risoners ot War_ Division~
·l Incl.

Mailing Circular.

..J

WAR DEPARTMENT
SERVICES OF SUPPLY
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST MARSHAL GENERAL

WASHINGTON

flarch 6, 1943

Mr. William B. Byars,
Route 1,
Milton, North Dakota.
Dear Mr. Byars:
The Provost Marshal General directs me to
inform you that by following the inclosed instructions
you may communicate, postage free, with your son,
Private William R. Byars, interned in the Philippines.
Further information will be forwarded to you
as soon as received.

I

Sincerely yours,
-.

\n

J

-,
d_ ~ /; }!,

.

,~ ~ c c ~

Howard F. B~ese~,

·

Col., C.M.P.,
(

,

.. ,

Chief, Information Bureau.

,,:
\

•.

'

• r~

1 Incl.
Info. Cir. #1

'

Snowfield & Snowfield
LAWYERS
J.M. SNOWFIELD

ELLIS G. SNOWFIELD

Langdon, North Dakota

CAVALIER COUNTY

ASSISTANT

STATES ATTORNEY

STATES ATTORNEY

May 29, 1942

:Mrs. William B. Byars
Route #1
Milton, N. Dak.
Dear Mrs. Byars:
I have word from the American Red Cross in Washington
asking me to get some information they desire with
reference to your status. I wonder if tb would be
possible for you to get a chance to come up here and fill
in this i~formation? If I should not be home see my
brother Ellis G. Snowfield ·or our secretary Loretta Muhs
and they will help you with the information. The information _i s desired quite promptly and, therefore, I wish you
would get it as quickly as you can.
, I

Very truly yours,

JMS/lm
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BENEFITS TO CERT_AIN DEPENDEUTS OF MISSING,
CAPTURED, OR INTEfu"'®J PERSO,NNEL

Public Law 490, 77th C,o]'\gress, as amencec,, makes certain
provisions .for the support of dependents ,b y alloti:nents fron the
pay of persons in act.ive service who have been officially reported
as missing, missing in actim+, captured by an enemy, or interned
in a neutral country. In general the act ;,rcvic:es for continued·
payment of allotments .previously made by the persons -for the su'9port of his dependents or t~or Pr.\YtlfJ+t of hi$ insur~""lce prer,1:i.1..1ms,
~d for increased or new allo~n.~ when necessary for such purposes. All S'U,Ch paymeµt$ aff
the pay of the
missing persons.

.,en,~ t

The c.ependent~ eligib~ 1w. r-Q-¢eziite ajJ.otments for their
suppqrt · include legal wivet ~ ~rie~ chilaren under twent:rone years of age; _
ar'oo o t ~; ~J,:a~ve~. w~..o are in fact dependent
upon t~ · missing p_erson, for th.$ir ehit;;f· s-u:,port, including mothers,
step .... children., adopted chil.dren.,, and . such other relatJves as may
have be,en c~esignated. by ·the. missing pe~sor;t in any .official -record
de,endent upon him"
.- .
.

as

.....:...

\.

Eligibl~ depend~nts Qf t _h e miss;ing,, person who can·, c($tablish
a need for an inc:teased or n~w: allotocnt of his pay for: -t :he-ir
.
sup~ort or _for payment of his:_i~sm--a.11:ce pr.emi:1ms are ac~sed: t~,
contact the neares-t ]..ocal Chaoter of the Americ~ Eed Oross . which
~:i.11 as.s ist them in· ,h~ : pr€p~~~_ion -~
submiss.fon o·, ;, ~pp~:ic~ti_
ons
for any of the ben~flts- o:(' P1...1hl1c Law 490, as qlJ'Ilendeo, ~a. ~h1.~h .
: t-J:ie:ri . .a:re -e~title..d. ..·,. _';·', , ,. -,. :.. · ~.~ _.-;./t.. ·. _ ,,
, ,. ·
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OF RICE AND MEN

On June 13 the census was 1519 patients, with 249
medical department personnel. A wire enclosure was
·completed around the hospital area similar to the one
around the general camp area. These areas were
. separated by a field about a quarter of a kilometer
· in diameter.
on·June 15, two cases of diphtheria were diag. nosed .. New cases of diphtheria appeared daily. We
asked the japanese for diphtheria anti-toxin and by
the 18th of June 80 units of anti-toxin were obtained
and administered. Meanwhile Qne to three deaths
had occurr~d daily·from this disease, before the japs
issued the serum. By June 22, there were about 40
cases 9f diphtheria, of which five had died.
Deaths from other sicknesses were occurring at a
high rate: 20 on the 16th; 11 on the 17th; 13 on the
·18th;· 20 on the 19th; 18 on the 21st; 15 on the
22nd ; 20 on the 23rd ; 18 on the 24th ; 25 on .the
25th; 17 on the 26th; and 27 on the 28th. A total
of 375 of these deaths occurred in the hospital be..;
tween June 10 and June 30, 1942. During July the
rate increased. In the first two months 1287 Americans died at :Cabanatuan prison camp.
Malaria. ·dysentery, diarrhea and malnourishment
were the chief causes of death ; but there were many
. otl;l er causes. ·
The hospital was divided into two sections. One
was designated the dysentery area. and the other
the malaria area. We had a total of 175 diphtheria
cases1 .of which 100 died. There is no way of deter ..
minim~ the number of cases of malaria or dysentery,
but about 90 per cent of the c.amp had one or the
other...
·
·
. In the dysentery area we established a ward
· known as. the "zerq" ward, in which patients were
placed when they were ready to die. These unfortun-
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AMERICAN EX-PRISONERS OF WAR, -INC.
NATIONAL MEDICAL RESEARCH CO MMITTEE
DI JU NANA BUNSHYO
NIGHTMARE-REVISITED
DECEMB ER-1978
Thomas H. Hewlett, M.D. , F.A.C.S.
Col. U.S. Army Retired
#4 Camp #17
Resume: Thomas H. Hewlett, M.D., M.S., F.A.C.S .
Medical Education at University of Louisville, Kentucky, Medical Degree, 1938
Active military duty 7th October 1940 Fort Knox , Kent ucky
Phillipine Islands - Corregidor
August 1941
Guest of the Emperor until
August 1945
Returned to United States
15th October 1945
Further training in Post war years:
1947-1950 American Oncologic Hospital, P hiladelphia (6 months)
Surgery University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Medicine (9 months)
Surgical Residency Northern Division Albert E instein Medical Center (2 years)
1952
Master of Science (Surgery) , University of Pennsylvania
1952-1955 Thoracic Surgical Residency, Walter Reed Army Medical Center (2 years)
Fellowship with Dr. M. De Bakey, Houston , Texas (3 months)
U.S. Army: Surgical Assignments
1) Walter Reed Army Medical Center
2) Fort Jay, New York
3) Camp Brekenridge, Kentucky: Chief of Sur gery
4) 1955-1960 Brook Army Hospital: Chief Thoracic-Cardio Vascular Surgery
Associate Professor Surgery, University of Texas and Baylor University
5) 1960-1961 121st Evac. Hospital, Seoul, Korea: Chief of Surgery
a) Consultant to 8th Army
b) Consultant to Surgeon General ROKA
c) Professor of Thoracic Surgery, Seoul National University
6) 1961-1964 Fitzsimmon Army Hospital, Denver: Chief of Thoracic Cardio-Vascular Surgery
Associate Professor of Surgery University of Colorado
Retired August 1964: Rank of Colonel
1964-1970 Chief of Surgery, Fresno County General Hospital, F resno, Ca.
Associate Professor of Surgery, Stanford University
Consultant, Thoracic Surgery to V.A., Palo Alto, Ca.
1970-1975 Chief of Surgery, Pioneer Hospital, Artesia, Ca.
Associate Professor of Surgery, U .C. Irvine
1976
Private Practice
Dr. Hewletts Military Decorations include:
1) 1947- Legion of Merit (for outstanding service, Kyusho, Japan, August 1943-April 1945)
2) 1961- Korean: Order of Military Merit, Ulchi, with Silver Star (for service to Republic of
Korea)
3) 1965- Legion of Merit, First Oak Leaf Cluster (for performance of outstanding services)
Dr. Hewlett is certified in General and Thoracic Surgery, he is a Fellow of the American College of
Surgeons and an Accredited member of three Thoracic Surgical Societies.
Literary efforts include 33 published Surgical articles and two books

on surgery.

We, of MedSearch, are very honored to have such an eminent physician as Doctor Thomas H.
Hewlett helping us. It is suggested that you give a copy of this paper to your personal doctor. A
copy may also be used in support of your Veterans Administration Claim.

Stan Sommers
MedSearch Director
1410 Adler Road
Marshfield, Wisconsin 54449

"WE EXIST TO AID THE MAN WHO CANNOT HELP HIMSELF"
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PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS IN JAPAN & JAPANESE CONTROLLED AREAS
AS TAKEN FROM REPORTS OF INTE RNED AMERI CAN PRISONERS
LIAISON & RESEARCH BRANCH AMERIC AN PRI S ONER OF WAR INF ORMATION BUREAU
by JOHN M. GIBBS

31 July 1946

FUKUOKA CAMP NO . 17 ON THE I SL AND OF KYUSHU, JAPAN
LOCATION:
Omuta, on the b ay , about 17 mil es nor th i:ve s t of KuP.1.arn o to a nd 40 miles south of the
city of Fukuoka, open e d on 7 Au g. 1 943. The coor 'ina t es a re 33 ° ' N, 1 30 °25 'E. Terra i n
le v el, well d r aine d and fill ed in with sl ag fr ma coa l mine a t Omuta. Di me nsi on of o ri g in a 1 c amp s i t e , 2 0 0 yar d s s qu a re ',,;h i c h by Ap r i l l 9 .'.;. 5 had b e e n en 1 a r g e d to 2 0 0 yard s
wi d e by 1,0 00 y a r d s l ong. The si te is a re c l ai,rted ;r,Jv e .-:i:1 ..J t he build i ngs th er eon (,rer e
former 1 y 1 a b ore r s q u a rt e r s con s t r u c t e d b y ch t s u ~ r: t) :i. l .'.' [ i n i n g Co . and op er a te d b y J : t' -rn es e Army . A wo od fe n ce app r oximatel y 1 2 feet hi gh ,,,i'::h 3 heav y gauge wi r es (fL-s t ~'-'ice
appro x i mat e l y 6 fee t off the ground) encl ose d t h-2 ::c-,poun d. The g r ounds we r e k e pt as
cle a n a s p oss ible at a ll ti me s . Some fir tr ee s adorned th e compound. The J ap an ese officials were st ation ed in the e nc l os u re.

1.

2.

PRISONER PERS ONNEL :
Maj. A. C.Ti s d el l, spo k e sman; :Ma j. Th oma s H.He wl e tt, carnp su r g eo n a n d Maj. John R,
Mamero w, medic a l o fficer .
Camp first o c c upi e d 1 0 Aug . 1 9 45 by 10 offi ce rs, 133 nco ' s and 3 58 p r i vates a to ta l
of 501, al l Americans , from t he Ph i lip p in e s. 49 7 ~ue r i can p ri s oners f rom the Ph ili ppin es
reachin g the port of Moji, Kyushu on 29 J an. 19 45 , ~vere d i v ided among the Fuku ok a a r ea
installations as f ollow s:
100 to camp # 3 lo cate d a t Toba t o
193 to camp# 1 located at Kashi
110 to the Japanese Military Hospital at Mo ji
95 to camp # 1 7
Only 34 of the hospital prisoners , later transferr e d to No . 22 survived . The death of
the 76 prisoners while in the hospital was due to the horri b le conditions of travel
from the Philippines to Moji, and extreme malnutrition.
An earlier group of 200 American prisoners from the Philippines reached Moji on 3
Sept. 1944 all of whom were assigned to camp# 17 , ma k ing a total of 8 1 4 American prisoners, which was the maximum. The camp was liberat e d o n 2 Sept. 1945. There were 1721
prisoners in the camp toward the closing of it on 2 Sept . 1945. British, Australian ,
Dutch and American priso~ers evacuated the last minute from the Philippines and Siam
were in desperate physical condition when they arrived .
3.

GUARD PERSONNEL:
Asao Fukuhara, Camp Commandant
Camp surgeon, an unnamed Japanese Army man
Civilian guards, 2 pseudo named as the " sa i lor " & " one arm bandit", both Japanese.
There were Japanese orderlies who worked as hospital atte n dants, number and names
unknown.
4.

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
(a) Housing Facilities:
The barracks comprised 33 one story bui l dings 120' -X 16'
with 10 rooms to a barracks, of wood construction with tight tar paper roofs, and windows with panes. Ventilation satisfactory. Three to 4 officers were bi l leted in one room
9 1 · x 10' and 4 to 6 enlisted men in room of same size. No heating faci l ities, and while
the climate was mild, it must be remembered that the men were sensitive to temperatures
around 40
fahrenheit, and because of their weakened condition due to malnutrition the
dampness and cold was very penetrating. The barracks were light enough during the day
without artifical illumination. Each room had one 15 watt light bulb.
Air raid shelters were dug into the earth about 6 feet deep and 8 feet wide, 120
feet in length, timbered in similar manner, to coal mines, cover~d with 3 feet of slag
and an adequate splinter-proof roof.
The beds consisted of tissue paper and cotton batting covered with a cotton pad 5'8''
long and 2\ 1 wide. Three heavy cotton blankets were issued by the Japanese in addition
to. a comforter made of tissue paper, scrap rags and scrap cotton.

°
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(b ) Latrines:
In each of the 33 build ings, and at the e nd thereof, were 3 stools
raised from the floor about 1~' on a hollo w brick pedesta l , eac h being covered with a
detachable wood seat, and 1 urinal. A concr e te tank was underneath each stool . The p risoners made wood covers for each of the stoo ls, thereby reduci ng the fly nu isance. Th e
offal in the tanks was r emove d by Japanes e l abor er s t wi ce ea ch we ek .
(c) Bathing :
The bathing faciliti es ~e r e in a se parate b uil d ing eq ui pped with 2
tanks approximately 30 ' x 10' x 4' de e p , wit h ve r y ho t s t e am heated water. The Ameri c an
camp spokesman wo uld not p enn it t he men to - i '.!lmerse themse lves du ring t he summer mon ths
on account of skin disease s . In the wint e r t he tubs ,ve re use d but not un t il the men h ad
t aken a prelimina r y b ath b e fo re en terin g t he tubs . The me n ,.-:e re required to r.-.ra t ch eac h
oth e r to see that none "passed out" because of the hea t '- :1d t heir weakened conditi on . Aft er bath ing the me n wou ld dre ss i n all the clothing they had a nd g o to ~ed for the night.
Eve n then t he prisone rs would fill their canteens ··:i th hot r,1 ater an d place th em benea th
th e co v ers. With these precautions th e men slept co-1 fortab ly throu g h the cold nighLs.
Each 2 barracks had an o u tside wash rack, 1 6 co ld wa ter fa u c e ts and 16 wo od tubs with
dra i n board. Prisone rs wa shed their cloths by c rubbing with b rushes on the d ra inboard
and rinsing them in the tubs . Th e re was a const a nt sho rta ge of soap.
(d) Mess Hal l:
There wa s 1 un it mess ~ ith 1 1 c au ldr ons a nd 2 elect ri c cooki ng
ovens fo r baki n g b re ad, 2 kitchen ran ges, 4 store r ooms and l ice box . Co ok in g was done
by 15 prisone rs of wa r of whom 7 we r e profes s i ona l c ooks , al l working under the su pe rvision of a Japanese mess sergean t . Th e men ~orking in the c oa l mine s we r e gi v e n 3 b u ns
every 2n d day to take with th em for their lu nch when t h e y d id not return to the cam p to
eat. Other days they were g i ven an American mess - k it l eve l with ri c e. Prisoners ate in
t he me ss hall in whi c h wa s p lace d t ables an d benc h es.
( e) Food : Usually co nsisted of st eamed ri ce and vege tab le soup made from anything
that could be obtained, 3 times a day . Upon occa sion of a v isi t to this camp by a rep resentative of the Red Cross in April 1 944 a sp l end i d va riety o f fats, c ereal s, f ish a nd
vegetables were served, which naturally impres sed the r eprese ntative and in his re po rt
to headquarters, he called particular attention to the menu. It is known that the spre ad
was to impress the Red Cross man, and that it was th e only d ecent meal served in 2 ye ars.
Rice and soup made from radishes, mostly wa ter, remained the diet throughout . The men
working in the mines were given 700 grams of rice, camp work ers 450 and officers 30 0 .
Our American camp doctors stated that such scant rati o n was insufficient to support li f e
in a bed patient. All of the prisoners were skele ton s having lost in weight an averag e of
around 60 pounds per man. The city water was drinkable.
(f) Medical Facilities: Medical section and surgical section of infirmary had 10
rooms each with capacity of 30 men each. Isolation ward cou ld accomodate 15 men. Daily
medical and dental inspections by American officers , but they had but little to work
with in the way of medicines and instruments. The dentist had no instruments and could
only perform extractions, and without anesthesia. For dysentery the Japanese furnished a
powder which they concocted, the use of which produced nausea and diarrhea when administered to the American patients. There were no American hospital corpsmen in this c amp
until April 1944 when 10 men were added to the hospital corps with 2 doctors and 1 dentist. After Oct. 1944 medical supplies were provided and an operating room insta l led.
Prior to Oct . 1944 the camp was practically without medical supplies . The Japanese doctor was entirely disinterested.
(g) Stipplies:
(1) Red Cross, Y.M.C.A ., other Relief:
The first Red Cross and
Y.M.C.A. supplies were received early in 1944 on the Japanese ship TEIA MARU. The items
in the food parcels were doled out to the men sparingly provided he had a consistent
work record in the coal mine and was not guilty of infractions of rules. In the aggregate each man was given the equivalent of about 1 complete parcel during the full period
of . his confinement. The favoritism shown the mine workers in t~e distribution of parcel
items defeated the intention of the Red Cross because it tended to give protein foods to
the more healthy rather than to the weak. The 1944 Red · Cross shipment contained medicines,
surgical instruments and other supplies which the Japanese refused to make available for
the benefit of the invalided men, but helped themselves to them. The Y.M.C.A. furnished
several hundred books.
(2) Japanese Issue:
The clothing (cotton) was issued by the ~oal mine company and
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was adequate. British overcoats were given out by th e J apanese Army. Each prisoner was
given 3 heavy cotton blanke ts and a comfort er made of tissue paper and scrap rags an d
scrap c otton. The cante en wa s practicall y b a r e. Fr om it the men received re gularl y 5
cigarettes per day. Canned salmon could be bou ght ab out eac h 2 mont h s , 1 can per man.
(h) Mail :
(1) Incoming: First incomin g ma il wa s rece ived in Mar ch 1944, ther e after each 60 days.
(2) Outgoing:
Prison er s we re a ll owed to write a ca rd abo ut each 6 t o 8 weeks.
(i) Wo rk : I n coal min es and z inc smelt ers 3 sh ifts pe r day of approx i matel y 100
men per shift. Cond itions in the mines were p ronoun ced Jang2 rou s although only 3 men we r e
kill ed outrlght d u rin g t he pe riod of confi nement 0( 22 ~onth s . Ma ny men r e cei ved painful
i n j u r i e s fr om f a 11 i n g ro ck s and o t he r c au s e s . F :~ ::-;: , i r ~ _1 t '-- Ly f ,_) r the p r i son e r the re T.v as a mon g t h e gro up an e xp e ri e n c e d coa l ~ i ne r who g _ve the ~en s~ fe ty ta lks a nd poin te d out
some of t he dan g ers of coa l mi ning whic h we re not appar e nt to no v i c e work e rs . Th e coa l
mi n e s \V ere op e r a t e d 1 a r g e 1 y by Am e r i c a n pr i son e r s , the s ;~~ e 1 t e r s b y the Br i t i sh and
Australian pr iso n e rs. Co al mines i:ve re appr oxi r.!at 2 l y 1 ki lomet e r from c amp. Hou r s of ··:or~:
12 hours per day , JO minutes lunch ti :n e. Th e .:vm -.·:t:.::re give n on e day off e ve r y 10 days .
(k) Tr eat men t: From t ime to t i me t he men ~ere beaten without c ause with f i sts ,
clubs and sandals. Failure t o salute or bow to the Japanese was an offense whi c h u sua l l y
was foll owed by compelling the pris o n e r s to stand a t att e ntio n in fr ont of th e gua r d
house fo r hours at a ti me. Some me n we r e beat en dai l y and othe rs h ar a ss e d b y g u a r ds
while trying to s leep durin g their rest t ime .
(1) ~ :
(1) Offi c ers: Wer e p ai d 20 yen pe r rn.onth un til June 194 4 wh e n it ·.·:as in creased to 40 ye n less 18 yen per month for mess. Eac h pr i so ner recei v ed 5 ci g ar ettes
per day re gularly except for a bout 1 day per mont h. Posta l sav ings a c c o unts fo r offi ce r s
deposited wi th Protec t ing Power amoun t ed to 7, 688 .2 6 ye n. Prisoner of Wa r Head qu a rt e rs
r an its own destitute welfare.
(2) Enliste d Me n : NCO's we re pa i d 14 se n per day and privates 10 sen per day. No
postal savings were depos ited wi t h Protecting Power.
(m) Recr ea tio n: The Y.M. C.A. provid e d equ i pment for su ch out-door games as fo otball, v olleyball and tennis , but the prisoners , at the clo se of work periods , were t oo
tired and weak to play . There we re no indoor sports except t h ose made by th e p ri soners.
There was a rotating library of about 300 vo lumes provid ed by th e Y.M.C.A. A v egetable
garden was planted and maintained by the prisoners , an d some live stoc k was r aise d,
but the Japanese ate the live stock and none of it was mad e available t o the prisoners
(n) Reli g ious Activities:
In July 1 944 a protestant Dutch Army Chapl ain arri ve d
as one of a prisoner detail . Until his arrival the camp was wit hout a c haplain . From
July 1944 protestant serv ices we re held each Sund ay.
(o) Morale: Was low primarily because of inadequate foo d , long and hard working
hours which left no time except for work and sleep . There was no laughter, no s ing ing ,
nothing but depression which condition was made worse by beatings and the harassing
activities of the Japanese guards during the sleep in g hou rs .

5.

MOVEMENT:
Of the group of 501 officers and enlisted men whi ch reached this camp in Augus t 19 43 ,
15 died. The remainder left for Mukden, Manchuria on 25 April 1945. Ot h er American
prisoners, approximately 340 remained at Camp No. 17 until liberated on 2 Sept . 1945.
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. . . .
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August 20, 1945 the allied prisoners of Camp 17, Fukuoka Military District,
Japan were ordered into formation and the camp cormnander announced that hostilities had ceased, and after the signing of official papers all prisoner s would
be going home . Durin g the pe riod following this ne.ws and prior to our official
recovery the allied med i ca l

staff in Camp 17 surveyed and recorded a t wo yea r

medical e x per ience during which time we had encountered problems n o t p r ev ious l y
documented in medical a nnals.

All personnel in the camp were you ng men at the start of th e war, the

( ~,x

-

t o rs wer e young and therefor e, inexperienced and our educat ion had n ot r-,1-cf ' 1r~c!
us for yea rs in prison camp;

th us we had no way o f p redict i ng the me di ,_, 1l

quela e tha t might hound the survivors to t he ir gr aves.
I t i s a prop o s to r ev i e w b r i e fl y a few of the s t at i s t i c s comp i 1 e d i 11

' ·

l 7

.

in order to ap preciate f ully the med i c al problems that are ev i dent i n r'

·.~ -

vivors of th e i nfamous camps of the I mperial Japanese Army.
The con di t i on o f the pr i son e rs as th ey arrived in Camp 1 7 was e v a Lu ;_i l
summari z ed fo r each nationa lity. De tails A, B, C are listed as bein g
co nditio n,

111

l ! t

ll d

1i..r "

this implie d that the se me n exhibited n o si g n o f ma lnut rition othe r

than obvious we i g ht loss, the D.D. designat i on implies.gross stigm ata o f Jet i ciency disease beyond we ight loss, dysentery, edema, ascites, neurop athi es,
mental aberrations.
TABLE #1

ALLIED

PRISONERS CAMP #1 7

The men in Camp 17 performed hard manual labor in either a coal or zinc
foundary . In the coal mines temperatures at various levels ranged from 30°-1030F,
heights within the mines later al s ranged from 3 ft to 5 ft. The mine had been
condemned 5 years before the wa r, at the time allied prisoners constituted the
underground force the procedure was termed , strip mining, which meant that prison

labor was pulling the retaining walls, a very hazardous process at best .
Our daily ration was computed solely on rice issue, the prisoner on full
duty received approximately twice the amount given ·to the hospital p at i ent.
TABLE #2

RATI ON ANALYSIS CAMP #17

The ration table is highly significant, and has an unquestionable bearing
on the medical future of those who survived, I can find no so-called controlled
study in which a signifcant number of humans have attempted to survive on such . a
diet and perform heavy manual labor in an envirornnent of unbelievable str.e.ss_.In 1954 the U.S. Goverrnnent released a comparative study of prisoners of .wa:r:
from Japanese and German prison camps. Two groups approximating 2000 each were
compared with a group of the same number who had been expo~ed to combat only .
Prisoners of· the Japanese had experienced a mortality of 34% .prior . t o liberation
from a 38 month incarceration. The European· group imprisoned for 1.0 months had a

1% mortality - prior to liberation. The study revealed an increased mortali~y rate
during the first 2 years following liberation of the Japanese prisoriers, this

_,

.. -.·

2
rate decreased but remained excessive over the next 4 years. The Japanese group
showed a wide variety of illnesses which limited their ability to work. The
European prisoners of war showed no statistical differences from the comba t c ontrols in mort a lity or inability to work.
From the wo rld literature research, carried on by the Me dSearch Committe,
American ex-prison e rs o f wa r, Inc. it is apparent that each nation a lit y g r oup
impris oned in th e far eas t hav e recorded e x periences similar to th ose in the U.S.
Medical offi c ers of Camp 17 reco rded mortaliti e s on a single dea th lt s t pe r mi tted by the Japanese, the original is handwritten, it r ec ords: n ame,

t11li•:'!1:1 L .....

ity, date ·of death, caus e of death. Considering our limit ed medical su r,t1l

~

.; ,

surgical supplies and the c rudest of hosp ital fa cilit ies, Dr . I an Durh..::111, ,):
Docks, Australia, and I fe el th at our figures are quite acceptable.

1 20

:---·r'

in the 2 year p e riod : 48 deaths attributed to Pneumonia, 35 to defi cte11~;

1

'.i ,· J

-~ 1,~ ,

14 to inju r y, 5 execvtio ns, 6 to Tube r culosis, 10 t o miscellaneous di scJ s~~ .
~'- Note: All those execu t ed we re Ame ric ans.

TABLE # 3

MORTALITY - ALLIED PRI SONERS CAMP #1 7

Some thirty fou r yea rs ag o the survivors of Japane?e prison camps r etur1112J
to the ir r espe ctive countries to h ope fu l ly resume a nonnal life . Ce rta inly the
majorit y we re deli gh t ed to lea v e military service and find the ir ni tch in civili a n life. It is note worthy that many, despite concentrated e ff orts have
I

_ failed in civi lian endeavors . The y have failed emotional ly and physica l ly to
survive civilian employment and reach a point of retirement . Thes e men, as
patients seeking help as they enter the 5th and 6th decades of life, are confronted with y ounger physicians neither trained nor interested in problems
which may wel l be a residual of ·previous medical problems . Good medical history
remains a primary element in the evaluation of our enigmatic medical problems .
The standard answer to the ex-prisoner of war with a medical problem is,

11

there

are no controlled studies to confirm the fact that your symptoms are related to
a previous situ at ion".
Despite the fact that those in ivory towers of medicine may be unaware of
it : we the prisoners constituted a controlled study, controll'ed by the Japanese ,
studied by no one .
The current problems of Japanese prison camp survivors seem to fall in four
broad categories: 1) Psychiatric, 2) Neurologic, 3) Orthopedic and 4) Cardio
'. ~.

-

Vascular. Each category is related. to the years of malnutrition and mixed patterns may develop in a single individual.
PSYCHIATRIC SEQUELAE
Four years after World War II's end, Charles

r.

Brown described the Japanese

P .O. W. Syndrome, Brown a psychiatrist and himself an ex-prisoner of war in the
far east, characterized the sy_ndrome as an anxiety of the most severe and chronic

...........- --

·
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nature. Anxiety, like the pangs of hunger, was a part of the daily existence of
the prisoner. Further, the individual had to reckon with the ravages of nutritional disorders , dysentery, malaria and tropical diseases endemic to the several geographic area s of imprisonment. Residuals of such difficulties was theequipment the prisoner b rou ght home with him. Brown in his treatis e emphas i zed
that the clinical picture of . the syndrome could be puzzling to the av e r age phy sici an. Obj e ctive findings of or gan ic disease might not be detect able, com plaints being out . of proportion to findings. Many prisoners retur ned tr 0m J~pan
wea ring the " mask of go od health".
There can be little doub t that the Japanese P.O.W. Syndrome and the: ;..· - .: :-;yn drome are one an d t h e same, in general the term K-Z Syndrome has e njo yc

: I '. t...'

r·

u se in the wo rld med i ca l literature.
It seems ev i dent that young practi t ioners of t oday a re unaware o[ ..... ·r·•_,i;

11

facts c on ce rnin g t 1.-10 o f the major nutritional deficiency diseas es .
Beri Beri is a c linical syndrome, characterized by neuropsychi atri c ,

i r,_ u -

latory, g astrointestinal and me tabolic changes. Symptoms o f anorexi a , ( <1L L....:uL· ,
apathy, inability to conce ntrate, digestive comp laint~, insomnia, heart c on sci ousness and vague paresthesia s, can be anticipated. The same chara c teri s ti c s
and symptoms apply equal l y to Pellagra.
The longer such diseases persist in an individual, the greater th e degree of
irreversitility. Thirty eight - forty four months is an adequate period of extreme malnutrition to assure persistent residuals over the years.
Bi 1

The Roehampton Report published in 1971 recorded that 40.6% of 4 ,684 Far
Eastern P.O .W.' s surveyed exhibited residual neuropsychiatric sequelae. 6.3% had
some form of organic neurologic disease. As early as 1947 Crawford and Reid carried out a postmortem on a far east prisoner who had died from external cause,
this individual had no complaints and no symptoms of neurological deficit, yet
examination of _his spinal cord revealed nutritional central neuritis.
Moore, a tropical physician of experience, decries the term neurosis applied
to P.O.W.'s feeling that _psychoneurotic symptoms in such patients are at least
partly organic in origin. Neurotics did not survive the Japanese prison camp experience,. and as more and more survivors exhibit

11

inability to cope" patterns,

it. is- reasonable to conclude that such symptoms are the price many pay for a
trip through hell. Of 500 Americans who opened camp 17 in Omuta, Japan, 250 are
known to survive, of these 10 -15% are now in mental hospital.s. To be aware that
this sword hangs over the rest of us constantly, one has to but listen to the
stories of the wives who have spent years with these men. As a group these men
have tended to exhibit increased anxiety, tension and depression when confronted
with the stresses of daily life; they appear _to manifest exaggeration of· these
patterns with increasing age.

'-+.

Those who evaluate P.O.W. medical problems at this time make much of our
return to the "good life", with excessive use of tobacco and alcohol.
One of the interesting facets of the Japanese handling of prison ers was
the fact that in all the camps in which I was personally h eld, the prisoners
received a tobacco r a tion along with the Japanese guards.
Recall, if you wil l that those were the years before tobacco became a b l ac k listed item of our c ul tu re, wh at tobacco really offered the prisoner is ex~rcss ed in a poem titled "The Fifth Horseman" written by Charles Brown duri ng h~s
imprisonm ent in the P.I.
To the wou nded wen t his magic l eaves,
And the dying blessed his name;
Hunger vanis hed in his golden dust,
And it will a l ways be the same.
Where the Beast lets loose his fury ,
And his Four Horseman rage the land ,
This Fift h one, called Tobacco, rides
To soothe the stricken man.
Is i t so difficult to understand that a significant number of the P.O. W.'s
sought a de g ree of solace in alcohol in an effort to meet th e stress e s of
civilian life.
Of the 250 survivors, initial American detail in Camp #17, 15% (37) men
are now psychiatrically disabled.
After all the years some survivors still on occasion screa.P1 in the night.

NEUROLOGIC SEQUELAE
Paresthesias were a constant problem in prisoners of Camp 17 and were recognized by the medical officers as representati've of extreme deficiency disease.
Symptoms in the acute stages of starvation appeared to wax and wane in severity
with a direct relation to the extremes of dietary restriction noted in 1944.
Only those employed in the mess hall, protected from the vigors of heavy manual
labor, seemed to avoid paresthesias, however some of these men who after a period were sent to manual labor in the mines or foundry developed paresthesias
particularly in the feet and legs within 72 hours.
Disability rating boards are hesitant -to accord any significance to those
symptoms which occurred years ago. The beriberi shuffle, familiar to all prosoners was bilateral foo•t drop producing the foot slapping gai.t necessary for ambulation. A sound in the night familiar to all was . the sounds made by the shuffler as he made his way to the toilet innumerable times during resting hours.•
Recent interviews with 24 survivors of Camp 17, disclosed the fact that two men
h~ve had a recurrence of foot drop within the past few years, d~spite years of
adequate nutrition.

s.
In

1966 Walter writing on neurological d isease due to malnutrition called

attention to

histori ca l reports dating to 1796 when Winterbottom stat e d th a t

visual weakne ss was well known to result from an exclusive diet o f ric e .

In 1 8 97

Strachan cal l ed att en tion to a common syndrome of polyneu r itis associ a t ed wit h
an intoler abl e b urn ing of the e x tremities . Wilson in 1914 describ e d histopatho logic chan ges i n t he ce ntr a l n e rvous system of 13 pellag ra pat i en t s .
The p ol yneu ritis of be ri b eri affects nerve s in the or de r of relati v e l e ngth,
t h e 1onge s t

f i r s t . S yin p tom s i n v ar i a b 1 y b eg in in the fee t , sen s o r y 1 o s s u s u all y

r eachi ng each of the knee s whe n fo ot d r op dev elops . Aft er the diseas e has fJro gresse~ up wards from the feet,

t i n gli n g ma y begi n in the fingers to be

t

oLL

)'.·ic 1

by wr is t drop and ulnar nerve p al s y. Demyel i n ati o n appears in the p e r i,)hc t·.:iL
ne r ves .
An encepha l opathy o r igi n a lly t hough t

t o b e a co nsequence of chroni c

tl '· ,)l,oL -

ism has bee n found in pr is o ners o f wa r an d found to be d u e to an acut e -~·-· , ri·.·-1 t i on of thiamine. A safe min imum thiami ne l eve l of 0.4mg pe r 1000 non- [1t c..;d,.)r ies was never attained in Camp 17 die t o v er a 2 y ea r per i od, nor in an y othe r
Ja panese camp, to my know l edge .
Nutr i tio n al neu ro p a thy is ch aracteri z ed by changes in the l on g t r a cts of the
spinal cord c losely r esembling sub~cute c ombined degener a tion . Of 2 5 0 su r vivor s
of the first American d etail in Camp 17, 60% have been unable to c ompl e t e a normal term of civilian e mployment due to neurologic disabilities par ticula r ly in
the lower extremities in the 34 years since their release from incarceration. Yet
at this time they are experiencing difficulty in proving that such symptoms are
residuals of imprisonment during their years of active military du ty.
ORTHOPEDIC SEQUELAE
Orthopedic deformities of the long bones and the bones of the hand are usually self evident if the prisoner can prove the injury was incurred during the
prison years . A far more difficult problem exists for those who now suffe r i r remedial back complaints. Here coupled with the nutritional factors one must give
credence to repeated micro-traumas suffered by

those subjected to hard manu al

labor.
I have no knowledge of the height requirements in other al l ied armies who
served in the far east, but I do know that the allied prisoners I encountered
were as Americans over 5 ft in height. When an individual of this height performs
heavy manual labor within a mine tunnel in which the c~iling to floor distance is
usually under 5 ft it is reasonable to anticipate persistent micro-traumas
person is to physically adapt to such a work environment.

if the

Considering the diet

of Camp 17 · prisoners, there is no doubt that all suffered a chronic negative calcium balance through out the prison years. It is reported that calcium b-alance
tends to normally become negative at about age 40. Possibly thes.e . individuals

6.
never established a normal calcium balance in the first few years af ter r el e ase
from prison. Ost e o p orosis and o steomalacia developed in the lumbar s p in e, hip s ,
and knee, those sit es s ubje c t e d to micro - traumas in h e avy manual l abor.

Belgian

aut h ors int e r es t e d i n r h e um at i c disorders encountered in f ormer prisoners in
European camp s an d n oted exi ste n ce of arthropathies of age to b e p r esent in 7.5%
wit h in t he f i rst three months after liberation with frequ e n c y ris ing to 15.4% a t
5 yea rs a ft er l ibe r at ion with co nt i nued r i sing a f t e r wards .
On li beration of Camp 17 pract ica lly all mine worker s present e d a k,:; . h~)LLc
po s ture wh i ch was unrel i ev ed by t he j oy s o f l i b er a t ion.
250 American of . th e original 500 s urvi v ed, of th e se 1 0% (25) suf f t: r

:' : l

disabilit y . Thei r dis ability ha s progr e sse d ov e r the years to r ende r Ll .

1 _-

. :- L,_. J

in the 5 th decade .
An interesting v i g ne tt e of Camp 17 has to d o with the b ack o f on e
of t he initial 500 Ame ri can s, he lef t th e ship i n Moji walkin g '...Jit h

d

tr

s t oop, with the start o f l ab o r in the mine the J apane s e doctor and gu ,n-

i.-;

.J:1:
·:

1

L

this man ~va s unfit for heavy lab o r, he was even t ual l y sent to the min e L,)-f1L'...,ll
for x -r ay studies of hi s sp i ne. Th e f i l ms we r e non-rev_ealing of pa th olo .:S:: , l~o~-: ever d espite bea tin g s th e man ne v er strai gh t e ned up , s o con t inued menial joLs
wit hi n th e c amp. On o f fi ci al ann ouncement o f the cessation of h o s t i liti es he as s umed th e mos t c orr e ct military posture im a ginable a n d we ha v e neve r ceased to
wonder if his t wo ye ar a ct in anyway dama g ed h is spine .
Who has studied the orthopedic problems that might r esult f r om t he combin ation of hard labor in a position of constant flexion carried on b y a c hronic ally
undernourished human over 5 ft in height in an area with a 4 ft ceil in g .

CARDIOVASCULAR SEQUELAE
Frequently during the 2 y ears (1943- 1945) in Japan, murmurs and cardiac irregularities were noted in patients with wet Beri Beri. Hype r tension was almost unknown of in our prison population, it was extremely rare to encounter a systolic
pressure above 85rrnn Hg. On occasion we encountered pulse rates as low as 30/minute in wet Beri Beri pat i ents who were forced to attempt heavy labor.
Sudden death in patients with wet Beri Beri was an anticipated consequence,
at best we could, at times offer the suspect a period of rest wi t hin the camp
hospital, if we could convince the Japanese doctor of significant cardiac
disease existed on the basis of physical findings.
Atherosclerotic disease started taking its toll within 3 years of our return
of the U.S. , one of the youngest of our medical associates dying of a coronary
occlusion within 2 years of repatriation he was a non-smoker, non-drinker.
Hibbs in 1946 described his in-camp observations on Beri Beri heart disease
as he watched it develop. He of course was working without the benefit of

electrocardiography, . and other labortory facilities. Three patterns were recog-

7.
nized. 1) Normal heart size with varied arrhythmias and decreased e x ercise tolerance. 2) Enlarged heart with chronic left and right ventricular failure.

3 ) Acute

cardiac dilatation, pulmonary edema and death. Blood pressure ranged f r om 8 0 to
100mm Hg. systolic: and 40-60mrn Hg. diastolic. Precardial distress wa s a r a r e
complaint in his pati e nts.
The term Beri Beri heart disease has appeared in the literature wit h inc re a s ing frequenc y ov e r th e p ast few years. It seems likely that it will ev en t ual ly be
a c cept ed a s a n es t ab l ishe d en tity, recognized in cardiolo gy clini c s thr 01J._J1 ,)u t
the world . Reco gn it i on of t h is entity raises some doubts a s t o chole sL ,.2r, L

,_•:11 .::i

t he s o le -etiologic facto r i n at herosclerosis .
Unf or tun a tel y i n the U. S. not many of the ex -prison e rs of t h e J ar c.1: ,v.·.·
h ave d i e d , in rec en t yea rs of heart a tt a c k s , were autopsi e d.

11._)

I so lat ed r·

s ugg e st t h at a hi g h deg re e o f c oronar y occulsi v e di se ase has ex i st ed i 11
pa t ients .
In t h e l ate 1 Q40 's a nd mi d 1950 1 s occ l usi v e peri p heral va s cular di ':i·~:

1.-. ·

·. 1:;,

not ed t o a p pea r wi th mor e frequen cy in me n who had a far e ast e rn p ri son ,_ ,. ·;, ,_·:-: peri e n c e, t h is wa s no t e d in sev e ral of the clinics pio~eerin g p e r ip h er al vasc u lar surgery.
Carotid occlusi v e disease, I suspect has a definite relation to t he p rison ex perience, however most clini c al histories on these patients have not sou gh t su c h
information.
Of the 250 survivors, group 1 Americans from Camp 17 approximately 15% (38)
are at this time receiving medication for cardio-vascu\ar problems; these drugs
include Papaverine, Digitalis, anti-coagulants and anti-hypertensives.
Varicose veins were rare in patients in Camp 17, leg ulcers presented an
annoying problem, however these patients did not present clinical findings of
venous insufficiency.
Within the year 1979 one Camp 17 survivor has undergone successful coronary
by-pass surgery, his basic diagnosis: Beri Beri heart disease.
Specific problems noted in early years of repatriation have ceased to be
problems of statistical significance, with the passing years: Optic atrophy, residuals of malaria, amebic dysentery and hepatitis.
After.. the passage of 34 years it is difficult to dissociate medical problems
of ex-prisoners of war from the suffering endured during years of deprivation
administered by the Imperial Japanese Army.

CONCLUSION:
1)

All American survivors of camp 17, Qnuta, Fukuoka, Japan are suffering
some pattern of degenerative disease. A degree of cerebral senescence
is obvious in at least 90%

8.
2)

The symptom pattern associated with the residuals of prolonged profound
deficiency disease are not clear cut and there may be overlay or intermingling of the 4 major patterns: Psychiatric, Neurologic, Orthopedic,
Cardiovascular in a single individual.

3)

The preferable treatment of the gamut of degenerative disease is p ro phy lactic, i~ sti tuted with vigor when the threat first becomes eviden t.

In -

divi dual s handled in this manner would at least be better pr epared to
face the u su al de gener ati v e processes associated wi th agin g.
4)

All treatmen t regime ns for degenerative disease are palliati v e. Cu r es ~r e
not i n the offing . Deni al of relationship bet ween our p res ent

r;~l

JL

pro blems, a nd t he n u trition al, phy sical diseases, and emot io na l

·ll

r ,- l, ··1 s

whi ch we r e majo r c ompone nts of o ur prison existence; is without

,-LL L

L-

c ation.
5) The ex -pr isoners as a g roup have no desire to d ictat e pension

•

•

~

I
1.

•
:

{

.

l:

for the varie d g overnment committee s who mu st rend er such de cis i,)1'..:; . ·.,.re
hav e a g r e at p r i de in ha vi ng s e rv e d our r e spec t iv e count r i e s f a i Lr 1 l- u L l y
and well, to the best of our abilities. We have earned the r es p~ct ac corded any honorab le ci ti z en, cons e quently common cour tes ty, compassion
and qualified me dical evaluation and treatment are our just due.

TABLE #1
DETAIL

ALLIED PRISONERS CAMP #1 7
DATE

ORIGIN

i~fERICAN

AUSTRALIAN

BRITISH

DUTCH

CONDITim

A

8/10/43

P. I.

500

FAIR

B

3/25/43

P.I.

6

FAIR

C

D

6/19/44 1 Malaysia
,
6/27/44 . Malaysia

E

9/2/44

P.I.

F

12/16/44

F-#1

250

6

144

FAIR

I

~~

*

200
204

90%D.D.
100

G

1/1/7/4~ Malaysia

H

1/31/45

p. ,I~

97

I

2/ 8-/45

F-#1

12

J

6/30/45

F-#13

100

1859

8'21

TOTALS.

90%D.D

200

50'toD. D.
90%D.D.
DYING

12

12

14

,90ioD.D.
90%I}. D.

562

218

.258

Hell Ships (H- Departed Manila with 1600 prisoners- Landed 300 in port of
Moji).

s

We were expended as F.DoR . p r edicted and thus became guests of the Empe r or. As such we
departed Manila on 24th Jul y 1943 in the hold of Mate Mate Maru, 500 men adjudged fit
for heavy manual labor by Japanese doctors.
Our cruise ship had a 155 mm cannon lashed
to the bow with heavy rope, this represented our anti-aircraft fire pro t ection in case
our cruise was interrupte d by A~erican air attack. Two doctors and a medical warrant
officer were assigned to keep the detail in good health.
En route Manila to Japan our
sh ip sto pped at San ta Cruz an d took on Manganese ore, July 31st found us en joyi ng th e
beauties of Taip eh Harbor in Fo rmosa.
Jerry Okonski one of the group bec ame v ery i ll
du~i ng the Forrnosa v i. s i. c,
Th e grac i0us Formosan and Japanese guard s co u ld not see fit
to move him ashore for t he n ece ssary emergency surgery, so utilizi n g a h atch cove r tabl e
and dental novocai n in the sp ine, r emoval of a ruptured appendi x wa s ca rri ed out in
bri gh t sun light.
Abou t se ve n da ys l a ter _Jerry Okonski was able to walk off t he ship
carryin g his own possess i ons .
However, the government would not compen sate hi~ for loss
of the a p pendix.
We final ly arr i v ed in the Port of Moji 9 August 1 943 and after a b rief
delay termed a "Quara ntine " we trav eled by train to Ornuta wh ere the c i vi li an populat ion
st oned us in we l come as the first contingent of prisoners of war to enter C&~1p 17,
Fukuo ka ~i litary Di str ict.
Contrary to a recent publication our trip wa s a safe one,
we lost n o men and thus buried no one at se a .
Each man has h is own reco ll ec tions of 2 y ear s spent in Camp 17. Mine and fo undary '.vork
d eta ils we re cancelled 15 August 1945 as the fortunes of war brou gh t the Japa nes e to
def e at.
The nit e of the 15th Chaplain Hamel borrowed my bible to use in a memor ial
service to al l ied war dead, which he planned to conduct on the 16th of August.
To start
the ser v ice Chaplain Hamel read the 90th Psalm, two verses 9 and 10 of that Psalm seemed
mos t a ppl i cable to t ho se who had survived.
To refresh your- memory _briefly th e ver s e s are :
9) For all our days are passed away in they wrath :
is told .

We spend our years a s a tale that

10) The days of our years are three score and ten; and if by reason of strength they
be four score years, yet is their streng.th labour and sorrow; For it is soon cut off
and we fly away.
The Japanese guards listened to the service in silence and departed the scene shortly
afterwards, that the Chaplain had been permitted to hold such a service assured us that
the war was over and our imprisonment was at long last finished.
Now we meet again 33
years later and I am indeed honored to appear before you and share the reunion with you.
I have chosen to review with you factual material from a medical report on Camp 17 whi'ch
_w as compiled by the Medical Staff: Capts · ran Duncan and Richard Parker , Australian Army,
Lts. Harold Proff and Theodore Bronk, U.S. Army, and Lt. Gerit Bras, Royal Dutch Army.
It is _i ronic that this report was accepted into the Australian Anny Museum for its historical value.
Our meager records including the death list were not acceptable to a
U.S. Courts Martial since they were not typewritten . · I was. young and inexperienced with
the · system in those years so at this late date I apologize for not keeping a typewriter
with me.
The medical report was completed August 25, 1945 while the medical staff was
still _ together in a complete state of recall to review the period , utilizing our private
iecords .as concerned each nat ·onality group .
Probably yo~ don't recall that originally medical care in Camp 17 was to be handled by
Japanese civilian doctors employed by the Mitsui Corporation. Members of the original
500 requested care by fellow Americans and such was started about October 1943. Thru
out the ,..two years , medical efforts were severly restricted by tpe labor quotas established by t h e Japanese Army.
The guarq detail demanded so many men in each duty shift , thus
our efforts were aimed at protecting .the men whom we judged most ill.
r ...

);;, medical of f1cer wa·s on clinic duty for each shift that returned. from a work detai 1,
thus it ·w as possible to offer some protection to those we found most. i l l, as a shift returned to camp.
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GROWTH-CAMP #17

TABLE 1

DETAIL
\

DATE

AUG 10,4}
MAR 25,44
JUN 19,44
JUN 27,4 4
X E. SEPT . 2, 44
DEC 16 ,44
F
J AN 17,4 5
G
X H
JAN 31, 45
FEB 8 ,4 5
I
JUN 30,4 5
J
TOTALS
X HELL SHIPS
A

B
C
D

POINT OF ORIGIN

AMERICAN

C' TUAN, P . I .
C'TUAN, P . I.
SI NGAPORE
SINGAPORE
C TUAN, P. I .
F- # 1
SI NGAP ORE
C TUAN , P. I.
F- # 1
F - # 13
18 59

500
6

1

AUSTRALIAN

250

BRITISH

6

DUTCH

144

200
204
10 0
200
97
12
10 0
821

12

12

14

562

21 8

2 58

CONDITION
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
90!0 D. D.
90% D. D.
S0°lo D. D.
qo% D. D.
DYING
90 /, D. D.
90 \ J.D.

As the camp i n creased in population, doctors who joined us were assi gned t o '.vork i n
their field of int e rest , we were young and not fully trained , a s an example Dr . Bras in terested in laboratory work arri v ed in camp with a crude mic r oscope c onstr ucte d o f b amboo tubing and field g lass le n s . Thus we g a ined an additional capabilit y in diag n o si s
and it became possible to cross match blood .
Medical supplies for the camp was a joint responsibility shared equall y b y th e Mitsui
Corporation and the Army . Eventually hospital space increased from a comb ined di sp ensary and ward building to one adequately large clinic building and six ward buildin g s:
1 isolation ward of nine beds, 3 medical wards of 30 beds iach, 2 surgical wards , one
of 30 beds, one of 58 beds, to a total of 187 beds or mats. Thru the humanen e ss of
Baron Mitsui, a 1919 Dartmouth graduate, we did have bed space for the sick a nd wounded.
Those of us who remained at Camp 17 following the exodus o·f the guard detail in August
1945, set out to scavenge the city of Ornuta. Early in the exploration we found several
warehouses packed with Red Cross food and medical supplies. The dates of receipt and
storage indicated that these items had reached Japan prior to August 1943. Thus while
we suffered from lack of food, essential medicines, surgical supplies, and x-ray equipment, these items, gifts of the American people, were hoarded in warehouses during our
two years in Japan. The reason we were denied these essentials remains a top secret of
the Imperial Japanese Amry.
The Japanese solier of World War II appeared well nourished thru-out the conflict, basic
items of his diet were: rice, fish and a multiplicity of vegetables and fruits in season.
Since thi~ was the traditional diet of Japan, the soldier fared well and at worst might
be faced with a ration of decreased volume. The diet of the prisoner of war was based
solely on rice, without any other source of protein, carbohydrate or fat. Fish and
fresh vegetables were never made available in amount·s significant enough to ·be considered of nutritional value. Rare issues· of dog meat or whale blubber served only to aggravate the _d igestive problems of men in a. stat·e of chronic starvation. In our continuing
survey of the food at Camp 17, we were aware of the dilutions of the two major rice
rations served to the prisoners. Prisoners serving in the mess facility of the Japanese .
guard detail, kept us advised of the difference in the food served in the Japanese mess.
Dr. Murao, the first Japanese doctor assigned to the camp, informed us that millet was
used to inci;ease the volume of the ration, it . had -no true food value • .
Our individual rations were based on individual work status; the larger rations being
served to t;hose on full work" status, · lesser arnount"s · ~e-r e served . to those on light duty
or patient status, the latter two groups being basically ·unproduct-ive
fn .the war
effort. :
-·
.
\
:

Bear with me as we review the two year starvation program we were subjected to. , The following figures are derived from the years 1943 - 1944=A, 1944 -1945=B, ·the .first covering a camp- of. 500· men; the second· applied to a camp'" population of over 1700 meA• Jap~ ~--,
anese issue specifications are used. 450 grams= 1 lb.
' - ,, .,
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NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

TABLE 2

20-25 year male-moderate labor
Protein
Carbohydrates
Fat
Vi tarnin B factors
Calories

60 gms
"±"12s gms
+- so gms
25 mgms
2800

NUTRITIONAL VALUE RICE

TABLE 3

Per Pound
Polished

Unp ol is he d
Protein
Carbohydrate
Fat
Vitamin B. Factor
Calories

12 gm
11 4 gm
3 gm s
98. 6 mgm
534
TABLE 4

9 gm
1 . 08 gm
• 6 gm
Traces
492

RICE ISSUE
A - Unpolished
(1943-19 44)

DUTY

QUARTERS

HOSPI TAL

7 40 GMS ( 1. 41 b s )

570 gms(1.4lbs)

435 gm s (. 8lb)

690 gms(1.3lbs)

585 gms(1.6lbs)

390 gms ( . 71b)

soo+

POLISHED
(1944-1945
170o+

DIET A-CAMP 17(1943-44)

TABLE 5

80io Rice

20io Filler

Values Per Pound
DUTY
(1.41b)

UNPOLISHED RICE
Protein
Carbohydrate
Fat
Vit. B Factor
Calories

QUARTERS
(1.llb)

HOSPITAL
(.8lb)

9.6gm
91gm
2.4gm
7 5. 4mgm

14.4
127.4
3.3
103

10.5
100
2.6
82.9

7. 6

427

597

469

341

QUARTERS
(1.61b)

HOSPITAL
(. 71b)

7.0
84. 2
• 46

8.6
103
• 57

3.7
45.3
.25

0

0

0

331

408

153

72. 8

1. 9
60.

DIET B-CAMP 17-(1944-45)

TABLE 6

60% Rice

40% Filler

Values Per Pound
POLISHED RICE
Protein
Carbohydrate
Fat
Vit. B Factor
Calories

DUTY
(1.31b) .
5.4gm
64.6gm
.36gm
Traces
255

Issues of Red Cross foods were in minimal amounts, and separated by such long intervals
that they did not contribute to the diet. In 1945 the Japanese developed the policy of
removing canned meat _from individual food parcels and used it to supplement the soups
served on holidays.
Deficiency diseases were a continuing medical problem and despite repeated pleas to the
Japanese corrnnand we were never able to obtain any dietary improvement. The Allied Med-

ical officers considered the basic problem to be total dietary deficiency while the Japanese considered it as Beri Beri, the so called classic patterns of Vitamin B deficiency.
The first cases of deficiency edema (swelling) that appeared in the camp in December
1944, this patient literall y wasted away. Within 10 days after the polished ri ce was introduced into camp , e d ema was noted in increasing number of prisoners , as polished rice
eliminated our only sour ce of Vi tamin Band reduced the major nutrients .
What has just been pr e sented to y ou is not do cumented elsewhere in the medical ann al s of
this country, th e prov erbia l land of plenty.
Cert ai nly no human would kno wingly submit
to a cont r olle d l abo ratory study aimed at duplicating this experience .
I be li ev e a l ong
with Dr. Ja cob s , th at we su rvi v or s still face disabling physica l and emoti o na l p r oblem s
which can be tr aced to ou r ex p erien ce. Med i ca l computers and the young p h ys · ~ ians o f
the V.A. are I b eli eve , completely confu sed wh e n ca ll ed u pon to evaluate our p r 0b l c~ s.
Medici ne is not an ex act sc i ence, it has chosen to deem t he profession an art 3nJ a
science ; ou r h op e must th e n lie with thos e physicians wh o e vidence art in deali ng '.-.r i ch
the whol e p a t i e nt.
GAS TROINTES TINAL DISEASES
Th e re was a consisten tl y high d i sabi l ity rate from diarrhea.
To clarify on e po i n t, Ame bic dy s entary was ne v er a problem in Camp 17, onl y 7 ca ses we re di agn osed b y mis c r osc o pic
exam an d three of the se we re under treatment in August 1945. Medi ca l l y we u s ed 4 cl as sifi cat i ons for gastroin t estinal diseases:
1) FOOD DI ARRHEA-(HIROHITO 'S CURSE)
On at le as t thr e e occasions 7 5% of the prisoners were struck by an epid emic, in the
fall of 1943 follo wing -questionable fish soup thru the mess hall, whale blubbe r, or
the rare iss u e of clams alway s produced such a temporary epidemic , usually these
outbrusts tended to recede in 48-72 hours.
These patients always d emonstrated undigested food in the stool .
Purgation and total abstension from food were effective in handling such epidemics.
2) ACUTE ENTERITIS-(BENJO BOOGIE)
These patients gave a history of 3-4 days of diarrhea, with as many as 15 stools
per day.
They did not respond to an aniline purgative available in small amounts
from the Japanese Army.
Bed rest was our only successful mode of treatment.
3) ACUTE COLITIS
This condition was undoubtedly bacillary dysentary, it was prevalent during the
summers of 1944 and 1945, at which time 30 hospital beds were constantly utilized
for it treatment, during both periods Japanese denied the existence of the disease
outside camp bounds: Yet prisoners employed in the mine reported Japanese miners
suffering with it. One Japanese civilian employed in Camp 17 died of the disease
in the early summer of 1945 .
Sanitary public health measures with-in the camp were
instituted, but no public health measures were taken in the Japanese guard housing
area andnone in the surrounding civilian areas .
4) CHRONIC ENTEROCOLITIS
Required long hospitalization and bed rest and a strict diet of lugao with wann tea
enemas. This could be a tenninal disease in severe ma l nutrition cases.
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
PNEUMONIA
Our most dreaded killer, Pneumonia continuously maintained the highest mor_tality rate of
any of the infectious diseases.
In the winter of 1943-44, among the men of the first
detail, the morbidity rate was 8%.
The same group, during their second winter in Japan ,
showed a morbidity rate of 3%. Both the Australian and Dutch details who arrived in
camp for the second winter showed the higher morbidity and mortaltty rates.
It should
be noted that the second Australian detail which arrived January, 1945, showed the highest morbidity and mortality of any group in camp. They arrived from the tropics during :
the wintertime.
In considering the Pneumonia in this camp, one cannot ignore certain
living conditions which contributed to the development of this disease ;
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1) Starvation Diet
2) Continuous exposure to extremes of temperatures 32°- 105° in the mine; some men
worked in water.
3) Persistent upper respiratory irritations in all miners as a result of the irritating gases encountered
4) Lack of adequate heating facilities within the camp
Diagnosis of pneumonia depended upon the physical findings . The lower lobes were t he
most constantly involved.

Total pneumonias for the period reached 250 cases and were classified as f ollows:
1 ) Broncho-pneumo nia
20%
2) Lobar-pne umoni a
80%
TREATMENT OF PNEUMONIA
(It is to be noted that the Japanese issued sulfonarnids in courses of 13 gr a~ ::; 9<:". r (JJ. tient.) During the win ter of 1943-44 the drug used was Trianon, a Japanes e pr 2p3r~ tion, by action similar to sulfa-pyridine. The results obtained by the us es o f t hi s
drug were fairl y satisfactory. It was ex trem e ly toxic and freque 'n tly me nt a l s~,-·: pt c,:-:-i s
accompanied its use.
Sulfa-diazine wa s the most frequently used drug and was given in cour s e s of 2 0 t o 39
grams. It wa s considered moderatel y successful. Response to this drug c ame \vi t hi n 48
to 72 hours, or not at all. Earl y in the use of this drug in Camp 17, it beca~e e viden t
that the effectiveness of it was greatly increased wh en small , frequent tr ansfusions
were used during the course of treatment. Failure to show an early response to th i s combination of sulfa-diazine and blood was usually indicative of a fatal outcome.
Another useful adjunct in the treatment of pneumonia was the routine use of a large
wooden-framed heat cradle containing four forty-watt bulbs. This frame was used over
the chest. The efficiency of such a unit may be realized when it is recalled that there
were no heating facilities in these rooms and the number of ersatz blankets necessary to
keep a patient warm were of such weight that a weak patient could not turn himself in
bed. Their weight against the chest added unnecessary work to the already laboring muscles of respiration.
Due to the limited supply of drugs available, treatment was not instituted in any patient
until positive consolidation could be demons~rated. X-ray was never available.
: Total deaths from pneumonia were 48, of these, ten were in a state of extreme~ emaciation
when they contracted this disease. The highest incidence of the disease occurred during
the winter of 1944 and spring of 1945. During these periods 50 to 60 were in the hosp~tal. In March of 1945, there were 14 deaths from pneumonia. This was the - highes~ ~to~al
for any month. The average period of hospitalization was twenty days, followed by
thirty days of convalescence in quarters.
-, , · "' •
TUBERCULOSIS
Most Americans with even minimal Tuberculosis died early in Philippine Island prisons. t~
Pulmonary tuoerculosis first appeared in the first detail of this ·camp in Marcb,, .19.44, :,.,
after seven· months of mine work.. It was impossible for this prisoner to have had cont:.aGt
within the camp bounds with a- case of active tuberculosis. One of the Japane~e1, overmen.'.i
assigned to his group. apparently was troubled with a chronic productiye cough. .T his - - ,
,overman stated that he was troubled with consumption • . This case was diagnosed by stetho.:.
·scope and later confirmed by x-ray. There have been i~ the _·cainp a total of eleven proven
.cases and . four _suspects. Of the eleven cases, eight. wer~ from the : American group and O.:'
three · of the :.. ~ight - pati~nts . · lived in the san;ie room. during , the firs.t winter , in·. J~pa"fl•d - ·,
Treatment of these pati_e nts was limited to · hospi tal ., b~<;l rest._ _,. Six..; o{ the ,e_lev~n · p:r.o_vet(~
cases. died prior to August 23, 1945.
·
. r.- . -· ·' .
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Dengue type fevers are endemic in all far eastern countries ..
her Cauite Fever of the Phi.lippines •.
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Navy personnei will remem-

For want of a better name a local endemic fever encountered in this camp was termed
"Fukuoka Fever". Very little satisfaction was ever obtained from the Japanese concerning this condition although the disease was seen among the Japanese guard detachment.
During the late summers and falls of 1943, 1944 and 1945 the morbidity rate from this
disease ranged from 60% to 70% of the entire camp.
It may be described as an at ypical
aching, profound malaise, loss of appetite, and profound weakness.
There is no ra sh and
the length of the disease v ari e s from six to fifteen days.
The prevalence o f t h e d i sease coincided with the mosquito season.
The temperature showed a te nd enc y t o ru n h igh
the first two to t h ree d a y s of the illness returning to a low level for a period o f fi v e
days, to rise again for t wo to thr e e days prior to cessation .
The se v erit y of the symp toms v aried with t he t emperature, the response to salic y lates and codein was only faLr.
The disease confer red no i mmuni t y a nd one recurrence was l i kely during t he season.
It
was imp o ssible to k e e p t hese pa t ien ts from dut y st a tus e x cept wh en tempe r at ur e .:33 J~~on strable.
Subjecti v e sympt oms ha d to be ignored.
This condition was d e v el o p i1g a h igh
morbidit y rate duri ng Aug ust 19 45.
MALARIA (BLACK WATER FEVER)
Of the population in this c amp , 88 % ha d suffere d from Mala r ia in the tr opics.
Ir.:r2ased
numbers of Malaria cases were note d within t wo · to three months f o llo wi ng t he ar-ci\·a l of
the respective details from the tr opics.
It was noted that the Esti v o- a u t umnal t ype
died out after about three months in this climate.
The tertian t ype wa s p ersi~cent bu t
was rare after t wo years.
Many patients received their first complete cou r s e of ~ala r ial therapy in this camp.
No treatment was instituted without positi v e b l ood find ing s .
Quinine-Atebrin routine was used in this manner:
Seven days of thirty g rai ns fo llo we d
by seven days of twenty grains with three tablets of Atebriri per day .
A severe form of Malaria in which the urine is black with blood is termed "Black Water
Fever".
Three patients developed Black Water Fever within three months after their arrival from the tropics.
During the period they were hospitalized with Black Water ·Fever,
no parasites were demonstrable in the blood.
The treatment consisted of rest and support
with intravenous fluids and transfusions.
Recovery was complete in each instance.
Dr.
Bras from Java had great knowledge of Malaria and took personal care of the Black Water
patients.

Although from time to time the morbidity rate for Malaria was high, the only fatality
from this disease was one patient with cerebral Malaria.
SURGERY
Just prior to the departure of "A" detail from Cabanatuan instruments were requested from
the senior American medical officers, having spent a year on Corregidor with a 500 man
labor detail I was well aware of the need for surgical instruments, and the fact that the
Japanese did not furnish instruments for use on prisoners.
My requests were refused by the senior American Officers, they were naive enough to believe that all essentials would be supplied once we reached Japan.
The instrument kit
that I had put together on Corregidor was m1nimal at best, my friendship with certain enlisted men working in medical supply at Cabanatuan made it possible to supplement my · kit
to the point that at least we would be able to handle eme·rgency surgery white enrout-e to
Japan.
The individu::i1 instrument.s were placed in the baggage of a number of ·prisoners;
thus. they esc.aped detection during the ·inspections we were subjected. to.
The instruments.
were reassembled after we- settled in Camp 17.
.- · ,; ·
'·-·
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Our only available anesthesia consisted of several vials of dent.al · novocain tablets.
Two of these tablets dissolved in a small! amount of the· patient Is ~s\pinal fluid, and in- ·,.
iected intO·- the spine gave about forty-five minutes of atiesthes:i!a,- ·giving us - time to perform most op~rations . that had to be done.
- ·
·· :: . ·, .:
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Dutch torpedo. technicians, who eventually cam~ to C~p 17, were able ,to make surgical
knives out of old British table
......
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September 17, 1943 a prisoner named Vaughan suffered a broken back when trapped in a
mine c a ve-in.
He was admitted to the mine hospital but treatm en t wa s no t started as the
senior sur geon at t h e h o spital c onsider ed the situation hopelesi.
I was take n to the
hospital and penn i t ted to e x amine the patient, my fi n dings indicated that if treatment
was instituted we might be a bl e t o correct the total paral y sis of h is legs, and return
him to acti v it y .
So t h e mjne s urgeon agreed to transfe r him to Camp 17 h os pi t al t o die.
Vaughan, wa s a v e r y r e a sonabl e yo u n g man with an intense desire to li v e.
It was explaine d to him t h at i f t he p l a n ne d tr e at ment worked he woul d suffer extreme mu scl e s pa sm and
pai n .
We ha d n o ~8rp h i ne o r s i ~i liar drug to giv e him any relief . He a g reed t o f o ll ow
our plan a nd th e p -1in it <.c'. I1 ta i l e d .
A hinged traction table was constru c t e d and pl aced in
the small i s o l a t i on bu il di n g and Vaug ha n was place d i n traction .
It wa s ho : 2d tha t b y
using the is o l a t io ,1 bu il d i n g we c o u l d muffle t he s ound of his scre am s fro m t h e o the r pr is oners.
Howev er , I am sure tha t t h ose of y ou wh o were quartered in t h e ar ea 0 f the i_so la tion bu ildi n g ca n r eca ll t h e ni g ht lv scream s of this man as he en dur ed t he tr e at ~1en t .
Eight weeks aft e r h is t o rtur e was b egu n we walked him into the Camp Comman d2 t- ' :; off ic e ,
this c o n v i n c e d Lt. Ur i t h a t the Ame ri c an doctor s knew th ei r busine s s .
L t. L"ri ,) r . J e re d
the mi n e surg e on t o c om e t o camp a n d see our results .
Unfortunate lv Va u ghzn . .:,,mm itte d
sui cide in t h e fi r st ye ars a f t ~r ti s reco ve ry from Japan.
As a g en er a l rule if a p r is o ner s uf fere d a n injury in the mi ne s ome p hy si cal p un i 3hme n t
wa s administere d un de r g r o u n d bef o re he was b rought to the surf a ce.
Th i s pu ni s hm en t wa s
handled b ? the ci v ilian Japanese o\.- ennen.
If the patient suf fered a b r oken bon e in the
mine, x - ray e x am i natio n mig ht be carried out at the mine hospital, we mi gh t
ge t to s e e
the fil ms t wo to thr e e week s later, so we tr eated fract u res without x -r ay s.
Japanese surgeons operat ed in cotton gloves, since rubber gloves ~ere not a v ailable.
We
, operate d bare handed , the fingernails of the surgical team stayed black as a result of
our u s ing bichloride of mercury and seven per cent iodine in preparing our hands before
sur gery.
Despite our primitive equipment and environment our infection rate in surgical
patients never exceeded 3%.
During our first two months in Japan several prisoners underwent surgery in the mine
hospital, these operations were done either without anesthesia or with very weak local
anesth~sia and the patients were returned to us in rather severe shock .
Hand injuries which were repaired at the mine dispensary required thorough exploration
as soon as the patient returned to camp, usually such wounds were filled with coal dust
and se ~ ered tendons had to be repaired.
Eventually after a number of these mismanaged
wounds were demonstrated to the Camp Japanese Army doctor, he ordered that injured prisoners be returned immediately to the camp hospital.
Sharpened bicycle spokes were used as traction wires in the treatment of hip and leg
- fractures. Plaster of Paris was never available. We observed that simple fractures healed
in approximately two months in the first year, by the second year in Japan the same type
fractures required four to five months healing time, this we attributed · to our worsening nutritional state .

PSYCHOLOGIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
I am troubled that the V.A. can recognize a brqad range of psychologic and social prob··lerns in our current society, and · not be · cognizant of the fact, that some of the patterns
they encount·er in former P.o.w. ' s are long term results in individuals who had no help
available when the emotional or psychic traumas occurred dur{ng long confinement.
The
:philosophy of the prisoner of war is a · strange one , individually · developed ·to make survival -possible in the most liostile· environment.
He: first learned to laugh, at the tragedies that comprised the every day life, he completely obliterated the pangs of hunger.
Th~ starving man ~ould willingly trade his meager ration for a few cigarettes ;
In many
instances he would risk his rations gambling with professionals, who pursued their trade
-Without compassion for any' life except their own.
~·.t - .~
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The- language problem was ever present, 'interpreters either Japanese or English speaking

tended to put themselves in a command position so they created an atmosphere of distrust.
One prisoner of the A detail was e x ecuted for attempting to l earn to read Japanese , he
was utilized as the target for a bayonet drill by the gua rd detail, his body when e x amined showed over 75 stab wounds.
Early in the course of star ~ ation hunger is overwhelming and the theft of food by such a
person is n ot a criminal act.
The Greek "Pavlok o s" r•.J as s tarved to death in the guardhouse for stealing food, i t took th em 62 days to ac compl ish this execution, be n efit of
trial was denied.
For a minor infraction of rul es a 19 year s old Austr ali3.n so l d ier nam ed Da·,id Runge, was
forced to kneel in front of the g uar d hous e foe 36 hou rs, d uring the period he de v eloped
gangrene o f both feet: bilateral amput at ion was c arc i2d ou c 10 March 1945 .
He wa s ca rried on the bac k s of c omrades to keep us r eminded of the benev ol ence of the Jap an ese.
Runge has onl y recently retired from an active l ife.
In camp the prisoners life was subjec t to the i n d ivi :: ual wh i !"f·. s of the gua rd on du t y, the
prisoner c oul d be ar o us ed from re st to undergo punis hmen t o r humiliati on, whic h eve r me t
the sadisti c n ee ds of t he g uar d.
Under g round the prisoner was faced with falling walls and cei lings, blas t injuries an d
entombment , he lived each d ay with t h e possi bility of su dd2 n d ea t h or permanent d isabling in ju ry .
In such a situation malingering was ant icipated; ho weve r, 0 ith our ·rnission to protect
the prisoners we felt were the sickest we h ad to constantly fenc e with malingerers;
Daily we saw chronic ulcers that were prevented from healing by the application of lime ,
which was available in the latrines.
I never l ea rn ed the name of the "B one Crusher" but
he could for a price inflict a broken arm or leg.
Su ch breaks were unlike those accidentally incurred, so his work was recognized immediately.
Usually his patients ended
up on the Honey Bucket detail within the camp .
On so called "Yasume" days the prisoners were subjected to formal inspections or sporadic shakedowns.
It was extremely difficult to obtain permission for any organized entertainment.
Homosexuality was present in all nationality groups; this reached a point that Dr. Proff
conducted a weekly marital relations clinic in an effort to keep the co u ples happy in
our tight society.
The weather in Japan begins to cool in October and the nites can be most uncomfortable,
it ~s during this month . that the Emperor in his benevolence decides to issue blankets to
the Japanese Army.
In October of 1944 we had received rumors that Allied Forces were
beginning .to . close in on Japan .
Tracking movement of these forces on the maps in a
small pocket atlas published as an advertisement in England, our hope of rescue was beginning to come alive .
The small atlas was completely verboten as the Japanese had even
forbidden astrologic maps, thus our atlas was protected at all costs .
In our moment of increasing hope. of eventual rescue, the medical officers decided to demand an increase. in rations from the Japanese command. We drafted an official. type letter , demanding an immediate improvement in the camp rations, intimating that if rations
were not improveq. the prisoners would be unable to meet the work demands .
This document
was signed by all the medical officers and hand delivered to Japanese headquarters.
Just prior to the delivery of our letter we. had been advised that the camp anci hospital
woul~ be inspected hj the International Red Cross.
The 'day afte~ the communique was delivered to Lt. Fukuhara I was walking in the barracks
area, I had forgotten that I was carrying the treasured atlas in my pocket. Two guards
j oi.~e~ _me and · demande_d that
accompany them to the ESO (_the guard. house). · I did not.

r
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see any Americans in the vicinity as we started toward the ESO.
On arrival in front of
the Sgt. of the guard I was booked with out undue ceremony , I was searched and relieved of
my pocket possessions, fo u ntain pen, cigarettes, watch and the Kolynos Atlas.
My possessions were quickly put together in a rag, tied up and the package placed in the safe.
My efforts to learn the charges against me were to no avail and I was locke d in a small
cell with no view of the outside.
The first nite, I heard returning work details as they were checked back i n t o cam p with
the usual scream ing of the guard s.
Late in the evening my cell was v i site d by a gua r d
who had been anno y ed wi th me for a period of se v eral months, he enter ed the c2 ll ca rr y ing a baseball bat.
As was the c ustom he ordered me to attention as he got ~~~'.; to
swing the bat at me.
In his rage and eagern ess to punish me he was obli vious c) the small
si z e of the cell, whi c h so limit e d his swing that the beating was littl e mor~ ~~Ana r ou~ h
massage '..; ith the ba t.
I moa ned and feigned pain for about 30 minutes when ' ·:c:
-"·' -_·
~ :s:.h au st e d and de p a r t e d 1 o ck i n g the c e 11 door • Why the he 11 he di d no t t a k e me ·, u 1.:: ~ ,J tn
open ar e a I will n e v er know.
Days were spent p a cing the cell and wo ndering wh at was going on in camp.
Th'_ •n-~ t ite ,
one of the guards was friendly since I had done a minor op e ration on him .
1:-:e
,1 _ i ~ ·d
that I had not been penni t ted to smoke, so when he had a short break he move d ·.:e t o an other cell and h ad me rapidly smoke 3 Kench i cigarettes, if you recall th e Ke ~~hi ci~3 re t t e s you wi 11 a pp rec i ate my n au seat e d , stunned st ate for the re s t of the e ·v e r: i r1 ~ •
Th e
late shift returning from the mine that nite shouted se veral remarks in En g l i sh dh i ~h
made me be lieve that the other prisoners knew I was confined in the ESO.
1

The third nite, was one to remember another guard on whom I had done a minor ope ration
informed me that the charge against me was very serious.
I was charged with inciting a
riot.
In prolonged questioning I finally learned that the charge arose because of the
recent letter to Lt. Fukuhara, he concluded that letter demanding a ration increase was
instigated by me, and that as senior medical officer I had forced the other doctors to
sign the document.
This was controlling group thought, and therefore inciting a riot.
Any prisoner with even a few marbles knows that inciting a riot was a sure quick way out
of life.
So I really started to sweat despite the coolness of the evening.
I was still
awake trying to adiust to my eventua l fate, when the early morning hours were disrupted by
two civilian trucks arriving in front of the guard house.
These trucks were delivering
the October blessing from the Emperor.
The famous paper blankets supposed to warm soldiers and prisoners as well, thru the long winter.
The shouting and counting that went
on during the exchange of blankets from civilian distributor to the army was like watching a comedy, finally the count was correct.
The numerous papers were signed and the
trucks departed.
Almost immediately after the departure_ of the trucks, one of the guards
took three blankets from one bundle and threw them into my_ ~ell, for the first time since
confinement in the ESO I did have body warmth.
On the fourth day, I watched a two hour repeat of the blanket counting exercise as issues
were delegated to the gua~d barracks, each prisoner barracks and the hospital buildings.
Repeated checks failed to disclose the three blankets in my cell and the error in total
count was covered in the paper work.
During the fourth evening my concern was partually
relieved when the Sgt. Major visited and informed me that. I would soon be released f _rom
the ESO and resume my duties at the hospital.
During the fifth day, I began to worry abot.d: the · atlas, locked up· ·as one of my possessions.
At 5 pm Lt .. Fukuhara strutted into the ESO adorned with sword and pistol, he ordered my
immediate release.
I was ordered to stand in, fron,t of the Sgt. of the guards table, to
:tecetve my possessions' the safe was opened and the, clotn,:...tn , whi.ch my valuables were
stored was placed _o n the table and opened: the conten_t s ~were:- i11~.ict.
One guard immediately picked up the atlas and _opened it to - ~- specific .map· . he·. started a . loud discussion
with one of his comrades.
The few minutes ·of their discussion seemed to las·t hours and
Fukuhara was still present. Finally the discussion was concluded, the atlas was · closed
and handed to -m e, . 1 ins·tant,ly jamm~d it into a pocket:; the watch~- pe-r1 and ~igarettes

were returned4' _ I turned to head _for the hospitql area when a guard. called me back to
9

pick up the blankets in my cell. I returned to the hospital with three non-existent
blankets and the atlas. Mv friends were overjoyed that the atlas was still intact and
immediately us~d it to check recent rumors. The next day the International Red Cross
inspectors showed up and we went through with a display of patient care planned to assure the inspectors of the benevolence of the Imperial Japanese Anny.
On several occasions I was slugged because of my arrogant attitude.

Behavior problems we re fr eque nt' and hysterical reactions were increasing in numbe rs as
the war ended. Ten men were hospitalized as mental cases and there were t we l 'Je i ~ corrigible thie ve s .
Amazingly:

There was onl ,, one suspected suicide.
MORTALITY

Our mortality is rec orded, and I might comment that it is lower than Dr. Pr o ff -md I
precict ed it might be aft e r our first two months in Camp 17. One hundred t •,.; ent:: si x --'le n
died in the t wo yea r period; 48 deaths attributed to pneumonia, 35 to defi c i ~n~y d i s ea se ,
14 to colitis, 8 to injuries, 5 to executions, 6 to tuberculosis, and 10 t o ~ i sce ll 3n eous diseases.
TABLE 7

MORTALITY RATE

Total Population
American
Australian
British
Dutch
( "'A" .

1859
821
562
218
258

(12 S)
(49)
(19)
(17)
( 41)

500

(21)

Mortality J;{ate 6 • 7°/o
S . 9Jo
3.3%
7 .7.%
4 . 2%
4.2% )

There is no summary to a nightmare that was pennanently tatooed in our brains, but that
is how it was for those who were " expended" .
I have no answer as to why we survived, possibly the answer lies somewhere in lines
penned by William E. Henly ~rior to 1903:
OUT OF THE NIGHT THAT COVERS ME
BLACK AS THE PIT FROM POLE TO POLE
I THANK WHATEVER GODS MAY BE
FOR MY UNCONQUERABLE SOUL
IN THE FELL CLUTCH OF CIRCUMSTANCE
I HAVE NOT WINCED NOR CRIED ALOUD
UNDER THE BLUDGEONINGS OF CHANCE
MY HEAD IS BLOODY, BUT UNBOWED
BEYOND THIS PLACE- OF WRATH AND TEARS
LOOM BUT THE HORROR OF THE SHADE'
AND YET THE MENACE OF THE YEARS
FINDS, AND SHALL FIND ME UNAFRAID
IT MATTERS NOT HOW STRAIT THE GATE~
HOW CHARGED WITH PUNISHMENTS THE SCROLL
. I AM THE" MASTER OF MY FATE
I AM THE CAPTAIN· OF MY SOUL.
:
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"In Sep tember , 1941, sixty thousand Jap anes E- dis:.. r. ~-- ·h.ed i:• l nsoc hina. Thre e
months la t er, simultaneo us attacks on Hong Kong and Fe2~, Harbor s:2 ·ted th e w ar in
the Pac ific .
''When the last drop of water had bee n ex hausted in t he reservoirs dest royed by the
Japanes e bombardment, the British garriso n of Hong Kong capit u la te d. That was on
De c ember 19th, 1941.
"Ten days later, coming down from Siam and Indochina . the Ja panese advanced
along the narrow tongue of land which se parates the G ulf of Siam from the Indian
Ocean for six hundred miles and reached t he ext reme limit of the Malay Peninsula.
'·Three weeks of heroic resistance on the part of the British Third Army could not
prevent what Winston Churchill was subsequent ly to describe as 't he biggest disaster

Channel

in British military history.' On February 15th, 1942, General Arthur Ernest Percival,
... l"l
r
f Sin oRonre· wa c compellerl to sian an uncondit ional surrender and he was
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Sketches of POW's in Japanese Prison Camps
furnished by br. Jacobs

American Ex~Prisoners of War shortly after liberation from
Bilibid Prison.

Three American about to be beheaded in Cabanatuan, Camp #3
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